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’&e opposi n growing 
BY SARMA. ZIMMERMAN 
PACIFIC Northern Gas concedes’ the Based on consumption of ”“bpical” will receive by approximately 
closure of the Methanex facility in Kitimat eres says cust0mers lion per Year; Weeres says. 
is factoring, into its request to hike gas se by an average of ‘ Still. opposition is growin 
delivery fees here by 22 per cent. plan and Skeena NDP MLA Robin Aus- 
The company has already received in: “Th ’s based on a typical consump- tin has already collected more t h i  WO 
terim approval to raise rates to residential tion a residential customer,” Weeres signat on a petition opposing any rate 
and small‘commercial customers pend- says. hikes. 
ing an application to & provinci dy to . And though Methanex official Eliza- The company is’asking the B.C. vtili- 
make the hike permanent. beth Fletcher said in September 2005 the ties Commission (BCUC) to allow it to‘ 
go- $23.3 million pay-out to end Methanex’s apply the $23.3 million contract buy-out 
ing up, ’a three per cent rate increase is ‘ delivery contract with PNG early because in yearly installments until 2009, when 
also being instituted to reflect the higher of the closure was expected to cushion the Methanex contract ‘ posed to 
cost of gasz says Greg Weeres, vice presi- residential and commercial ‘ customers end. 
dent of op&ations and engineering for from any increases through until 2009, The same hearings rmine if 
PNG. Combined, the two rates add up to that now doesn’t,appear‘to be the case. 
customers here, Weeres says . 
residential users 
will see their bi 
$13 per month or $160 per year. 
’ tion it has reduced the revenue tliat PNG 
-4 mil- 
PNG’s mination payment and returning it to Our . “I’ve been freezing my butt off 
equitable way to provide that money to 
our customers,” says Weeres* ‘That’s re- 
ally what we are doing is taking that ter- 
customer.” 
putting the thermostat at 15 degrees Cel- 
sius and never moving it fmm that ‘spot, 
even during the coldest months, 
the Terrace woman, who has been granted 
intervener stiltus at *e BCUC hearings 
“I light the fireplace to subsidize the 
’ heating, I m*e a hot’+ of coffee at 
night* sit in my chair and Put a b h k e t  on 
and watch my program - I refuse to turn 
my heat up.” 
The last bill she received from PNG 
was $439 for the period Oct. 13-Dec.13 
. and says that’s simply 
to expect people to pay. 
But that is with many 
shouldn’t be forced to pay for hikes be- 
onna Booth; a Term33 resident, is fu- 
about the proposed rate hike. 
’ She says she doesn’t understand how 
PNG c.an justify raising rates higher when 
it accepted a pay;out on the termination 
of *e Methanex contract* 
She’s been doing, everything she can 
residents who say for next man% 
se PNG lost its biggest 
With the price of natural g 
< 
PNG) gets its permanent rate hike. 
a roughly 1 1 per cent ove hikefor “With anex closing their opera- “We just believe th - including l Cont’d Page A2 rj  
‘ I  
. I  3 .- 
about $350,000 in the 2006-07 budget. --‘ 
in a shortfall to pay for a five-day instructional calendar.. 
The shortfall for a standard calendar is $1.3 million, while 
L But when trustees baked at 
ON skaters won six medals at the 
Joanne Homeniuk, Ashley Thandi 
Cont’d Page A2 
First phase 
at Mills done 
WORKERS LAST week demolished the emergency room ‘ 
(ER) space at Mills Memorial Hospital to allow a complete 
renovation of the area. 
It’s part of a $1.9 million project which has already seen 
the construction of an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) on the hos- 
pital’s main floor, right beside the ER. 
The ER has been temporarily moved into the new ICU 
space until that renovation work is done toward the end of 
March. 
When the new ER space is done, it will be occupied again 
and the ICU moved down from its current home on the hos- 
pital’s second floor. 
Northem Health Authority official Rowena Holoien said 
the work has gone according to plan. 
“We’ve been really fortunate. The contractor has done a 
great job and there has been minimal disruption,” said Moloi- 
en of the task of running a construction project in the middle 
of a busy hospital. 
“The public is going to be astounded at what they’ll see 
when it is all done.” 
The new ER space will have one more patient care area 
then before. Placing the ICU next to the ER will permit safer 
and better patient care and allow nurses from one unit to as- 
sist those in the other. 
The Northern Health Authority is paying for 60 per cent 
of the cost with the North Vest Regional Hospital District, 
a regional taxing authority, taking care of the remainder. A 
number of renovation and expansion projects are going on at 
other northwest health care facilities. 
MANUEL MARTINS of Viking Construction tears apart metal studding in the emer- 
gency room at Mills Memorial Hospital. It’s been gutted to make way for extensive 
renovations as part of a $1.9 million project which will also see the intensive care 
unit moved from the hospital’s second floor to the main floor. 
< I  
ti -3 
Police bust 
grow-ops 
POLICE HAVE busted two marijuana grsw-ops in 
Thornhill, seizing several plants and l i r p m s  with 
arges pending against several individuals., 
Seven local RCMP officers executed a search war- 
rant on a Clark St. resi 
say RCMP. 
They dismantled the grow 
37 plants, dried mhjuana and unregistered firearins. 
One man was ariested for 
substance and later released. 
be several different 
practice is to purs a 
e 
Community policing officer RCMP Const. ,Ro- 
chelle Patenaude couldn’t specify what type of fire- 
arms or how much dried marijuana was found. 
Charges are still.pending and police continue to in- 
’ vestigate, she said. 
In a separate incident, local RCMP executed a 
search warrant on a Jackpine Flats residence on Jan. 
24 and seized a small number of marijuana plants and 
dismantled grow-op equipment. . Charges are pending and police continue to investi- 
gate both cases. The RCMP detachment here is in the 
process of adding more plainclothes officers to inves- 
tigate narcotics activity in the area. 
3 
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From front 
Opposition growing 
to PNG hike plan 
“I’m womed about anybody that is work- 
ing just to pay for their heat, their light and 
their telephone bills these days,” she says. “I 
NDP MLA Robin Austin, Mayor Jack 
Talstra and the Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce have each also been granted 
intervener status and will make presenta- 
tions at the hearings. 
Austin’s 800-signature petition reflects 
just the sentiment of Terrace and area resi- 
dents coming to his constituency office. 
That doesn’t include signatures collected 
on petitions ’cikulating at local businesses 
or in other comquriities. The petition is 
now available in Smithers, Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat Bums Lake and Houston. 
Austin will 1 present the petition at the 
hearings next month. 
“My formal position is going to be that 
L this rate hike is not justified and is exces- 
sive and does not take into consideration 
the economy up here and the residences and 
businesses that are struggling up here to sur- 
“And I want the BCUC to know PNG has 
$ responsibility not just to its shareholders 
11 don’t know how people are doing it.” 
> vive,” Austin says. 
‘1 but to its customers. 
“I think they are just concerned about 
their share prices -in other words, they want 
to milk as much as they can out of this mar- 
ket to boost their share price.” 
And though he doesn’t take issue with 
PNG being an income trust - a way for a 
company to avoid paying income taxes with 
money flowing to its shareholders -he takes 
issue with gouging customek in remote ar- 
eas. 
‘SHOW a company ;ants to set up its af- 
fairs is entirely up to itself,” he said. 
“I feel very strongly that a good corporate 
citizen takes into consideration the rights of 
consumers and balances that off with the in- 
terests of its shareholders and its own work- 
ers.” 
Austin’s particularly worried about how 
the proposed increase will affect seniors and 
other people on fixed incomes. 
Various other groups and organizations, 
including those who represent senior citi- 
zens, have also filed to speak at the rate hike 
hearings. 
Many individuals have already written 
the BCUC letters as well. 
I 
I From front 1 , 
chools face more cuts 
reenwood said it would be up to educa- 
tional stakeholders to determine which op- 
erational costs would have the least impact 
if “we have t o  move to the five-day week at 
Among the stakeholders are parents and 
r Gowen’ says its their turn to weigh in on the 
debate thqugh the public consultations that 
start tonight in Terrace. i 
“I’d like to hear from people, :this is the 
choice I want,”’ said Gowen, who added the 
previous two years have seen m a l  par- 
Both Greenwood and Gowen stressed the 
need for sustainabilitycin the calendar the 
board chooses. 
Coming out of the current school year, 
the district expects to carry-forward an esti- 
mated surplus of $501.926, which has been 
calculated into the projected expenditures 
for 2006-07. 
What this means, said Greenwood, is 
that there will be no surplus at the end of 
next year and to sustain an adjusted five-day, 
L O  
e ticipation from parents. 
or five-day calendar in the following year 
(2007/08), further reductions in operating 
costs would be required. 
“I don’t want to make a,change (in the 
calendar) and then have to go back,” added 
Gowen. 
The school board will sit in a special pub- 
lic mekting March 7 at 7 p.m. in the board 
office to approve and adopt the calendar it 
will implement for the 2006-07 school year. 
The Terrace public consultations go from 
Feb. 1 to March 6 (all meetings at 7,p.m.) 
on the following dates: Feb. 8 Uplands Ele- 
mentary; Feb. 9 Parkside Secondary: Feb. 15 
Kiti K’Shan; Feb. 16 Clarence Michiel: Feb. 
20 Cassie Hall; Feb. 22 Thornhill schools 
at Thornhill Junior Secondaj; Feb. 23 E.T. 
Kenney Elementq; Feb. 27 Skeena Junior 
Secondary; March 6 Caledonia Secondary. 
Comments and/or suggestions for chang- 
es can also be forwarded to the board by 
mail, dropping off written comments. 
Email is also welcome at trustee@cmsd. 
bc.ca: 
0 
Conrtructlon, Tarraw ensure there is consirtent, mfn condition to-thofhore critical oraos. I l p  meet o mnd truck on o hill or c m r  ... Jow 
down and pull os for to the right os you mk+ con b 
avoid cdlhion and to reduce windshield domoge. This 
has been o mesmge lor your winter driving mfety from 
Nechoko NorrtroOst Maintenonce. 
Ministry of Transportation 
Navigable Waters Protection Act 
W R.S.C. 1985, Chapter N-22 
PUNS DEPOSIYED 
The Minister OfTransportation of British Columbia hereby gives notice that an application has 
been made to the Federal Minister ofTransport, at Vancouver under the Nuviguble Wuters 
horecbon Act for approval of the plans and site of the works described herein for the bridge. 
Under Section 9 of the said Act, the Minister ofTransportation of British Columbia has deposited 
with the Federal Minister ofTransport, at Vancouver, BC and in the office of the Government 
Agent, Ministry of Labour and Ciizens‘Services, BC Access Centre, Ste. 101 - 3220 Eby St, 
Terrace, British Columbia, deposited on January 26th, 2006, drawing Nos 6420-NWFAq and 
6420-MA-2, being the plans for Ksi Andigwaalee Bridge carrying the Nisga’a Highway over 
the Ksi Andigwaalee CreekThe clearance above the 100 year flood lek1 is 1.648 meters with a 
chai.lne1 width of 20 meters. 
Comments regarding the effect of the work on marine navigation may be directed 
to:The Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protection Division,Transport Canada, 
Suite 600 - 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 354. However, comments will be considered 
only ifthey are in writing and are received no latei than 30 days after the date of this notice. 
Although all comments conforming to the above will be considered, no individual response 
will be sent ,, 
For further information contact 
Gordon Eisenhuth 
Highway Engineering Branch 
Ministry OfTransportation 
4D - 940 Blanshard St, 
PO BOX 9850 !3N PROV GOVT BRITISH 
VlCTORlA BC V8W 9T5 COLUMBIA 
Victoria January 31,2006 
Kevin Falcon Minister www.gov.bc.ca 
i! 
Driver charged . a  
EE DRIVER of a car canying four people that plowed 
nto the front of a logging truck on Kalum Lake Dr. Jan. 
!7 has been charged under the Motor Vehicles Act. 
The young man driving the silver Honda had his 
Lriver’s licence suspended for 24 hours for being un- 
ler the influence of a cirug and was given a ticket for 
ailing to keep to the right, says Terrace RCMP Const. 
Cochelle Patenaude. ’ 
Police also seized a small quantity of marijuana from 
me of the male occupants, she added. 
The accident happened around 3 p.m. as the driver of 
he car apparently lost control of the vehicle. , 
!. , . 
, .  
Join over 3000 community volunteers and Safeway 
employees a s  they raise funds for important charities in 
your rieighbourhood. 
Qonute $3.80 to charity on We Care Day this 
Saturday, February 1 1th and you’ll receive a 
FREE coupon book filledi’ with over $lQQ.O0 in 
Safeway Savings! I 
redients for life., 
L i 
In the s tudio  you will discover self-development products, 
guided meditation cd’s E spiritual music, metaphysic books, crystals, incense 
& incense resins E powders, ritual items, essential oils, faery giifhuare, 
rniscellaneousgiRware and  Safada” Fashions by Margaret Almeida of Kitimat. 
Branwyn’s Closet ca te rs  to the plus size lady and  offersJeunique’” cus tom-f i t  bras and  
lingerie t h a t  provide excellent suppor t  and  beaut i f t l  renaissance style clothing by 
Holy Clothing’” 
Healing services include Chakra Balancing, Circulation, Deep Aura Healing, Polarity 
Healing, and  Elementary Prana. I am currently completing a Practicum leading to 
certification in Level I Healing with Level I I  certification to follow in the Spring. 
‘ Additional services available include Taro t  ,Card,‘ Tea Cup ,  Crystal Ball Readings 
& Reflexology by Cindy Smith. Aromatherapy by Bernadet te  Hallock, Certified 
Aromatherapist of Ancient Secrets. 
S t u d e n t  of metaphysics, Nirvana Metaphysics & H e a l h i c e n t r e ,  Terrace 
Studying a t  the Bachelors level, University of Metaphysical Science, California 
Member, Green  Dragon Grove, Terrace 
Shamanic s tuden t ,  White H a r t  Clan, Terrace 
Oh fuomnn, 
... bm~u & goddas in I/OIUSQ&, s p a 4  yow turth & mpowez &I/sQQ#. 
B W g b ‘ b  ctkM.et 
. ..Come in 
_ _ _  
YOU’ P R O B A B L Y  WON’T U N P A C K ,  
B U T  A T  LEASST 
Y O U  C A N  RELAX.  
We know how stressful planning a winter getaway can be. Before you depart on 
your vacation, stay at the Delta Vancouver Airport Hotel, located just minutes 
from Vancouver International Airport, and we’ll help you relax before you get on 
your way. With our Bon Voyage Stopover package, \b*ich includes parking for 
three weeks and airport transportatidn, you will haw taken care of all the 
details. So you can relax and start your vacation wony-free. 
, 1,. D E L TA 
VANCOUVER AIRPORT 
Y o u r  r o o m  i s  r e a d y  
STOPOVER PACKAGE !::::modation for singe or double occupancy in a Delta Room 
9 Complimentary parking valid for three weeks 
Complimentary direct airport transportation From 
1-800-268- I 133 www.del tavancouverairport .ca 
ni@t maximum stay. Mus1 present inlemalional airline lichet. Condilions/reslriclions may apply. Subject lo availability. Taxes and gialuilies are not inc 
News In Brief 
’ <  
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City tests new- deep-wel-l 
to sec,uref wafer supply,, 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
WITH ALL the rain and 
Snow falling, the availability 
of water may not seem like 
an issue, but city engineers 
and outside consultants are 
working to ensure water 
will always flow from taps 
throughout-the city. 
0 In ma-January, blue 
pipeline curved from the 
ditch by Green Street, an 
unmarked road that doubles 
as the entrance to Terrace 
Freightline.‘ 
They ran up onto the 
south shoulder of Hwyl6, 
, and stretched along to pipes ’ 
across from the Kalum Mo- 
tel where the water inside 
them could spill into the 
Skeena River as part of the 
Green Well project that will 
add another well to the Ter- 
race water supply. 
The pipes were hooked to 
monitors as part of a pump 
L, test to measure the amount 
of water flow to determine 
if enough i s  there to supply 
water for the city when the 
Frank Street well is being 
serviced. 
’ Currently, while the well 
is being serviced, water is 
drawn from Deep Creek, 
north Of and the 
Skeena which are PIPES along Hwyl6 heading west out of town came from a new well. The city was testing the volume of water. The pipes took the water from the well to the Skeena River as part of the testi. 
tants hired by the city will ronmental assessments. Kwiatkowski said the ’ the city has to supplement 
“we have to pump the analyze the water table to Part of the environmental , current Frank St. well that with surface sources but 
see if there are any effects assessment is assessing any another well will help out in wells at their maximum rate 
I for One week and ana*yze on the main water source decrease of the water flow the future, he said. 
what happens inside the while the Green Street wells on neighouring wells. The maximum that can A limiting factor right 
One consultant is work- be drawn from the Green now is that 3,0() us gal- aquifer,” said engineering are pumping. 
ing on the design for the St. Well is 3,000 us gallons ions would put the pressure supervisor Rob Schibli. 
mechanical, ’ electrical and per minute but the pump test too high and burst the water fer is a Source Of water structural design of the well. was showing only 2,400 us mains, which will require 
A second consultant is galldns Per minute, because more than just a main pipe- 
neath the ground. 
“It’s performing fine,” Marvin Kwiatkowski, conducting the environmen- the Pumps COuld only ban- line upgrade, Kwiatkowski 
dle that much, but it is still said Schibli. “We’re ex- 
The design of the new enough to supply water for 
tremely confident. It’s> the 
Same aquifer as the existing vices for the city of Tenace, . Environmental assess- the city. 
mer, if the Frd St. pumps pumps used, i s  already un- 
supply 3,000 US gallons, demaY, he said- 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO surface sources and not as 
safe as the deep water well 
I ,  
I ‘  
I 
1 atFrankSt. 
pumps 3,400 US gallons per 
minute. 
The pump test iS the last 
part of an environmental as- 
sessment that has been on- 
going since last June. 
He that an aqui- 
- director of development ser- tal assessment. 
well so we’re not foreseeing said he’ll give the consul- ments began last March Up until now, in the sum- such as the types Of tants one month to Compile 
their results from the m i -  
whil: archaeological reports 
and drilling started in June. 
any problems.” 
At the same time, consul- 
Cullen back at work 
NEWLY-RETURNED Skeena-Bulkley NDPMP Nathan 
Cullen was in town yesterday presenting a $l,OOO youth 
entrepreneur award to Shane and Suki Spencer of 
Azad Adventures, a store which specializes in outdoor 
adventure sport gear and clothing. 
It’s one of 10, $1,OOO awards being presented by 
Cullen through the riding and is sponsored by himself 
and regional credit unions and agencies including the 
Northern Savings Credit Union and 16-37 Community 
Futures. 
Winners must be 29 years of age or younger and al- 
ready have a project underway for six months or more 
that is viable, employs ethical business practices and is 
innovative. 
Cullen, who took thk riding with 48.5 per cent of the 
vote in the Jan. 23 federal election, was in Ottawa iast 
week meeting fellow members of the NDP CBUCUS. 
He’ll be officially sworn in Feb. 13 and will receive 
his new critic portfolio. Cullen is now the federal NDP 
critic for youth, the environment and national parks. 
“1 was excited and filled with anticipation‘of what re- 
sults we will be able to achieve with this larger group of 
NDP MPs,” Cullen said of the NDP caucus which now 
numbers 29, up IO from before. 
The NDP was the only party to return every incum- 
bent to Parliament in the Jan. 23 election. 
Coroner on leave 
DAVID COVERDALE, the regional coroner for the 
northern half of the province, is taking a leave of 
absence. 
Coverdale, who has been working out of the Prince 
George coroner’s office for nine years; went on leave 
Jan. 27 for an undetermined amount of time, says acting 
regional coroner Shane DeMeyer. 
! “He can take up to six months for a government hea 
leave,” DeMeyer says. “Following that he’ll probably 
make a decision as to whether or not he wants to retire.” 
Coverdale has worked for the B.C. Coroners Service 
for more than 18 years and has been a government emp- 
ployee for more than 30 years. 
DeMeyer will fill his position until a longterm deci- 
sion is made. 
The regional office oversees the work done by local 
coroners agents throughout the region. 
Locally, Art Erasmus is a coroner with the ability 
to sign off on inquiries. There are four other coroner’s 
agents - who must have all inquiries signed off by the 
regional coroner - in the region. ’ 
0 ,  
t 
That includes Terrace’s Mike Moore. 
There are two coroner’s agents in Prince Rupert and 
’ 
one in the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Motorist ‘sent to hospital 
POLICE CONTINUE. to investigate a collis-ion that 
saw a female driver taken to Mills Memorial Hospital 
after her vehicle was rear-ended by a second vehicle just 
before 6:30 p.m. Jan. 20. 
The woman had stopped her westbound vehicle along 
the 4400 block of Lakelse Ave. to allow a pedestriah to 
cross the street when another westbound car failed to 
stop and struck her. 
v- - 
, 
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The Senate 
IT'S CALLED the Upper House, the place where 
what's called sober second thought is to be'ap- 
plied to legislation passed by the Lower House, 
In.reality the unelected Canadian Senate has 
been much criticized- over the years. I It's now 
viewed as a place of comfortable patronage - the 
' salary is $1 19,100 plus perks - for those who have 
toiled for their party. 
,since the party in "pwer in Ottawa .controls 
Senate appointments and since the federal Liber- 
als have been the government for so long, mem- 
bers of this party form the majority in the Senate. 
Rime h h s t e r  Stephen Harper wants to ch"mge 
at by allowing provinces and temtories to elect 
I Senators, making the Upper (House a far more 
democratic and representative institution. ' 
hat better place to start than in northern 
B.C.? B.C. has six Senate seats in the 105-seat 
Upper Chamber. None are now from the north. 
If Mr. Harper wants to create more balanced re-' 
gional representation in the Senate, then here's 
his chance. 
A northern B.C. Senator offers many advantag- 
es to this region.The qualified and elected person 
would act as an advocate for the re@on, promot- 
Even though the Senate cannot deny legislation 
passed by the House 6f Commons, it can review it 
'and call for alterations where necessary. 
Given that the container port in Prince Rupert is 
to have nationk sipficance, that the &@on could 
be the home to several oil and gas import and ex- 
port pipelines, a presence in Ottawa to keep an 
eye on what happens is essential. And since the 
issue of native land claims is still-to 
regitxid represiitatkin Ottawa w 
part of these deliberations. 
An elected Senator from the north should also 
be non-partisan. As such he or she could work 
with the northern Members of Parliament to fur- 
ther regional goals'and aspirations without ties ta 
This would not diminish the role of MPs such 
as the NDB's Nathan Cullen from our riding. A 
healthy Senate-House of Commons northern team 
would cut through party lines. After all, serving 
the public is supposed to be what government is 
al l  about. 
How to start? Simp1e:B .C. Liberal Senator Jack 
Austin, fiom Vancouver, reaches retirement age 
next year. And B.C. Conservative Senator Gerry 
' St. Germain, from the Fraser Valley, has offered 
to retire to make way for an election. 
What area would a northern Senator take in? The 
area taken up by the ridings of Skeena-BWey 
Valley, Prince George-Peace River and Cariboo 
- Prince George would do just fine. Time's a-was- 
tin', Mr. Prime Minister. 
' the House of Commons. 
' 
' 
ing and defending it where needed. 2 '  
- 
party politics. 
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Separatism meefs cuts out 
IN THE early days of the now- 
over $ fedei3 election c h -  
p a i p ,  many Canadians - OK 
atleastthisCanadian - were 
concerned the election 'out- 
come would set up a perfect 
storm for Quebec separatists. 
The Parti Quebecois was 
riding high in the polls and the 
Bloc was poised to capture the 
majority of Quebec seats on 
Jan. 23. 
What would happen, then, 
if the separatists were to con- 
front a badly weakened Lib- 
eral minority government, its 
I1 
1 premiers certainly did so with western Canadian prime min- 
the 1982 Constitution Act, and ister will panic. 
Joe Clark was a constitutional He will be more likely to re- 
player. but these exceptions flect a western perspective that 
prove the rule. The national anything that has gone on for 
unity debate has not been na- more than 40 years cannot be 
tional at all. a crisis. 
Now. however. we may be Now all of this, of course, 
on the brink of an almost revo- may seem unfair 'to the feder- 
lutionary transformation. , al? leaders who have laboured 
% If. and I stress if, the sover- long and hard in defence of na- 
eignty movement confronts a tional unity, The point, howev- 
pnme minister from Western er, is not to criticize those who 
Canada rather than from Que- have come before, but rather 
bec. the national unity debate to stress that after A0 years 
will no longer be a family" of debate, we are still back at 
Quebec reputation shattered ROGER GIBBINS ' feud. 
by the sponsorship scandal or, The separatist movement is 
'even worse, a Conservative still strong and. in fact is quite 
minority government without kc. likely stronger than it was dur- 
Quebec? Whatever has been done to 
In either case, separat- ing Lucien Bouchard, Jean a Stephen Harper government date has not worked. It's been 
ists would be dancing in the Chitien,  Gilles Duceppe, will be hawkish on the nation- like the old definition of hsm- 
St ree ts .  ity, do& the same thing -.-- OYer 
hl retrospect, however, this and over again but expecting 
nightmare scenario reflects a different results. 
badlyoutdatedwayofthinking There 'is a need for new 
about national unity issues. ideas, for new perspectives 
It reflects the conventional and energy. and these can only 
assumption that only national come if the national unity de- 
leaders from Quebec can build bate becomes truly national. 
bridges to the broader Cana- My point is that there should 
dim community. Canadians outside Que- to all provinces. It may entail not be f e r n  that a victor): of 
Again in retrospect. th is  & have been like in-laws at greater respect for provincial the Conservatives will set up 
assumption borders on shb jurisdictions. and it may entail a separatist yictory in Quebec. 
pidity because the c o r n  we addressing the vertical fiscal Rather. we will be into a new 
have followed over the past 40 imbalance. game. and within that new 
years, Or at least S i n c e  the first In any case. it is likely to game it is by no means clear 
election of Pierre Trudeau in be a national approach to a na- that those who seek to destroy 
1968, has not s o h d  the '.Que- tional challenge, rather than an Canada will have the upper 
txx question? cause. after all, we are outsid- approach fashioned by and for hand. 
At best, we have been tread- Quebecers. Strategies such as DI: Roger Gibbirts is the 
ing water, and so now it is time the sponsorship campaign will president of tire Canada West 
to swim against the conven- be quite literally inconceiv- Foundation. a think tank based 
tional tide. &ebecers have left a mark able- in Calgan wlticlr promotes a 
The "national" unity debate 
' Square One. 
in Canada has been almost ex- 
elusively a family feud in Que- 
For the first time, it will be 
a truly national debate. and it 
will be different as a conse- 
This is not to suggest that 
elected representation from The d o i n a n t  players have qUenCe. \ ing Levesque's heyday. 
been from Quebec, includ- 
PierreTrudeau, ReneLevesque 
and Brian Muhoney. 
Although we called it a "na- 
t iona '  debate, it wasn't na- 
tional at all. It was a debate by 
and among Quebecers about 
the future of Quebec, and 
incidentally about the future of 
Canada. 
al unity front. TO the Contrary, 
the Conservatives have been 
trying to inject new ideas into 
a debate that has become far 
too Stale, to0 polarized, too in- 
bred to be Constructive. 
At the same time, Mr. Harp- 
er's approach will be framed 
within a context that applies 
a family fight over dinner- jjre 
have k n  spectators. inter- 
est& to be sure. but not really 
part of the discussion. 
Our interest has been taler- 
ated but not encouraged be- 
ens. not full members of the 
familv. 
n-;s is not to deny that non- 
from M e  to time. n e  westem It is also less liiely that a westenr \tiewpoirrt. 
Our politicians need a nanny 
IN PRIME Minister Stephen 
Harper's new Consen'arive 
government. the Speaker's 
first task should be to phone 
Nanny 911 before new MPs 
can learn bad behaviour from 
those re-elected to parliament. 
Nannies from 9 1 1 need only 
a week to retrain dyskc t ion-  
al families to a state of family 
bliss. 
Ottawa will take longer. 
MPs are slow learners and 
we've let their misbehaviour 
worsen for years. 
Our last parliament so mis- 
behaved an elementary teacher 
escorting her students from 
W e n  summoned to the 
home of a dysfunctional fam- 
ily. nannies begin by obscrv- 
ing the normal dynamics of the 
family for a full day to deter- 
mine the behaviours that need 
addressing: 
Any 30-minute question pe- 
riod should give Nanny Deb 
sufficient examples to formu- 
late a plan for restoring civility 
to the House. 
I picture Nanny Deb recom- 
mending five simple rules to 
turn our House around: 1. Re- 
s p c t  each other. 2.  Never in- 
terrupt n-hile another is speak- 
ing. 3. wait your turn. 4. No 
the visitors' gallery was heard shouldn't be tolerated in a yelling. name- calling. or potty 
warning them. "Don't you ever child. much less in any adult." mouth. 5. Work as a team. 
behave like that!" Kindergartners on speed." Any member who ignores 
Our parliamentarians dis- says an incredulous Nanny Nann>"s rules will be given a 
respect each other and the Yvonne. warning by 
Speaker. talk out of turn and P r a y the Speaker 
member who will SUS- shout over each other. call X a n n y 
names: pound ciesksr and Central as- who disregards the pendtheaction 
throw papers. tantrums and s ims  Xan- Speaker's warning wi// of the House 
he gauntlets. 
h a g g e  n d e S  at Nanny a 23 year the naugthy charnbc" comes down 
Central in England recoiling v e t e r a n  to stand on 
as they view video of a typical of family the member's 
Ottawa question period wars with level. l o o h  
Nanny Deb shakes her head a no-nonsense approach who the member in 
in disbelief. Those MPs need yet prefers w o r b g  n-ith large the eye. and in a low tone of 
to be taught some manners." families. voice delivers his warning. ~ 
Nanny Stella shields Our 308-member parlia- Any member who disre- 
her eyes fiom further video ment shogd be challenge g a r b  the Spzaker's w ' b g  
mayhem. -'Such behaviour enough even for her. will be sent immediately to the 
"my 
C /  
DY h b .  ilre sent immediate/y to while 
Naughty Chamber for a time- 
out. (Usually nannies desig- 
nate a mat. stool. or stair step 
as a time-out sport. But with so 
many unruly MP's only a room 
rated high occupancy will do.) 
Time-outs shall last one 
minute for each year of the 
member's age as verified by 
birth certificare. 
Since the House is not the 
Senate. members in time-out 
will not pnilitted to snooze. 
No MP may leave the 
Naughty Chamber before 
serving his allotted time and 
giving the Speaker a heartfelt 
"Sorry". 
Hugging the Speaker will 
not be part of the disciplinary 
routine: no benefit can come of 
discomfiting Stephen Harper 
or homophobics. 
Members who repeatedly 
ignore Nanny's rules will be 
fined a day's pay for each igno- 
rance. Fines will go to Nanny 
Deb in lieu of salary. Expect 
Nanny Deb to be well paid 
and not necessarily briefly. 
Take note that on election 
night as re-elected Vancouver 
Centre Liberal hfP Hedy Fry 
hoisted a celebratoy drink she 
said. "I can't wait to give the 
Conservatives a taste of their 
oun medicine." 
. t  c 
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Smith, a former goalie for a Scarborough, Ont. team, took over as announcer this season. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
c 
The - voice from above .... keeping River Kings’ fans in touch with their on-ice heroes 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
.WHILE RIVER Kings fans watch their favourite 
players skate to victory, they may not pay much 
attention to the voice that keeps them apprised of 
what’s happening on the ice. 
His is the voice who speaks the words that start 
every home game: “Ladies and gentlemen, wel- 
come your Terrace River Kings.” 
“That’s my favourite part,” says Colin Smith, 
the man whose words boom through the arena 
from the sound room above the stands. 
The young broadcaster took over the announc- 
er’s booth at the start of this hockey season after 
moving here from Kitchener, Ont. last June to 
take a full-time job with Standard Radio as the af- 
ternoon DJ and take advantage of the opportunity 
to come to B.C. 
Smith is joined in the booth by Jabin Perry, 
who programs the tunes to keep the fans and team 
raring to go throughout the games. 
“What’s a hockey game without ACDC?” 
Perry says, flipping the switch to blast music into 
the arena for the Kings’ warmup. 
River Kings score, but leaves the airwaves silent 
when the opposing squad finds the net. “Hey, if I mess up, 1,000 people are going to 
hear it,” he says. 
The scorekeeper keeps Smith on top of who 
scored, assisted, received a penalty and anything 
else he needs to know via radio. 
Smith arrives before each hockey game, flips 
a couple of knobs to turn on the inicrophone and 
he’s ready to go. 
He keeps a copy of the River Kings roster in 
front of him and checks the visiting teani’s Web 
site or the game program for its roster. 
The River Kings fans are awesome, he says. 
“‘They respond pretty well,” he says. 
“When Terrace plays Kitimat, don’t tell me it’s 
not exciting.” 
Smith attended Conestoga college in Kitch- 
ener where he graduated from a three-year broad- 
casting program that consisted of one year each 
of television and radio and the final year where he 
chose to specialize in radio. 
Smith plans on sticking around here for a long 
time. 
“Man, this place is so beautiful. It’s surround- 
ed by mountains. Why would I want to leave?’ 
he says. 
“It’s not worth celebrating,” he says. 
Smith, a sel€-professed hockey fan who previ- 
ously played in goal for the Scarborough Western 
Mustangs, jumped at the chance to take his radio 
experience and love oi  the sport to another level 
when he heard team owner Burny Carlsen was 
looking for a new announcer after Andy Jackson 
decided not to return this season. 
Smith joined Perry in the booth and the two 
hit it off. 
Smith really gets into the game from his bird’s- 
eye view. 
“I feel like I’m part of it,” he says. 
The job keeps him busy despite the lack of but- 
tons to push or music to mix like his radio job. 
“It keeps me on my toes because I never know 
what’s going to happen,” he says. 
“All of a sudden there can be a fight and I’m 
announcing like 10 names or there could be a pe- 
riod with no whistles and then I’m doing noth- 
ing,” 
Having an audience he can see is a change 
Perry notes that he cranks the music when the ‘ from the radio where it can feel like he’s talking 
to himself. 
i e  Tei 
I 
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The MailBag 
Massacre must stop 
Dear Sir: 
When a police officer gets killed in the line of duty the 
whole country mourns and hundreds of officers in their 
finest parade uniforms come from near and far to honour 
a fallen comrade and that is the way it should be. 
When a logger or construction workers gets killed on 
the job society barely stops long enough to bury him. In 
fact, only when records of the number getting killed are 
set do we pay attention. 
It is immensely more dangerous to be a worker than 
a peace officer, but 43 loggers a year must die for us to 
pay attention. Are - their lives worth less than an RCMP 
officer? 
Why is it that the numkr of fatalities is so high in spite 
of the fact that fewer people are working In the bush? I 
believe that the reason is that the whole culture of logging 
has changed. 
In times gone by fallers andltruckers were union mem- 
bers guided by collective agreementsspelling out the num- 
ber of hours that were safe to work, and by shop stewards 
wfio made sure that safety meetings took place regularly 
and unsafe situations were redressed. 
What is happening today is that the corporations hold- 
ing the tree farm licences are contracting out the work to 
the lowest bidder, thereby assuring that they have no re- 
sponsibility and’that whoever will do the work must work 
faster and longer to support their families, and force the 
truck drivers to make that one more load, when perhaps 
he would not have. 
In short what you now have is a highly competitive en- 
vironment where little or no attention is paid to anything 
but the bottom line, Le.: raw capitalism at its worst. 
Meanwhile, the Workers’ Compensation Board has 
changed its name to “Worksafe”. Does this mean less 
compensation? They are still ’understaffed and workers 
still have to fight for months or years for their rights. 
The word “Worksafe” has a hollow ring to it for the 
families who lost their provider &d loved one. My con- 
dolences and thoughts goes to the family. To the rest of 
society I say this: the massacre taking place in the work- 
place must stop. 
John Jensen, Terrace, B.C. ’ 1 
Happy about transplant 
Dear Sir: 
I am so happy’to hear that Baby Jenna Parkes has re- 
ceived a new heart. I wish the family all the best in this 
Christmas season.. Our prayers $are with Ian and Nancy 
and their children. 
Lome Fisher, Terrace, B.C. 
‘ Your money is‘ 
Dear Sir: 
Until the federal government widens 
the Auditor General so that all federal s 
payer-supplied finds are opened to scruti 
then the perception that the following examples of waste 
and extravagance are indeed the norm and not the excep- 
tion will continue. 
One: $oe Volpe, the former immigration minister, was 
accused of, qcessive spendmg for ,accumulating.$6(J,O?Q~ 
in travel and hospitality expenses between March 2 and 
June 1 of last year. The expenses included bills for the 
evening of March 21 of lasts year in which the minister 
dined in two separate Ottawa restaurants. His staff ex- 
plained Volpe did in fact attend two dinner meetings that 
night. ‘ 
Two: Former Royal Canadkin Mint president David 
Dingwall, a Chretien-era cabinet minister who Mas ap- 
pointed head of the mint in 2003 but then resigned under ’ ’ 
a cloud of suspicion after it was revealed he racked up 
$748,000 in expenses for travel, hospitality, golf membe 
ships, etc., etc. . 
He is also accused of improper lobbying 
did on bkhalf of a phaimaceutical firm tha 
to secure money from Ottawa’s Technolo 
program. 
from the Squamish First Nation. The lease was originally 
for $241,000 per ,year, with an escalation,clause based 
upon the highest rent that the property could generate. 
Currently the rent is $6 million a year. 
The”federal government has yet to do anything with 
the land in question except to continue to pay the rent.’ 
the current rate o€ escalation, not taking into considerqt 
the increyed value of property this close to the Olympic 
site, over one billion dollars of taxpayers money will have 
been spent by the federal government before the lease ex- 
pires in 2045, with no foreseeable return., 
The first two go beyond the outrage.of being simply 
examples of excessive government expenditures. To add 
insult to injury, what is more galling is the fact that when 
public outcry called for accountability, the spendhg 
of these two federal officials (Volpe and Dingwall) was 
deemed to be “within the guidelines” of acceptable ex- 
penditures. c 
I The third item is hopefully a singular example ofgov- 
ernment waste. To date, nothing has been done with the 
land except to waste taxpayers money at a rate that makes 
the Volpe, Dingwall and even the Adscam - Gomery rev- 
elations of their massive squandering appear miniscule by 
comparison. ’- ‘ 
nation, or some glib form of ‘accountability. Legislated , 
guidelines are required,that will prevent these and other 
’ 
excesses from being repeated. 
’ 
Three: In 1974 the federal government ’ 
* 
\ .  
’ ’ 
Clearly these instances go beyond a cdl for ’an ixpla- . 
Abe Bourdon, Terrace, B.C. 
Welcome home, boys 
Dear Sir: 
, Our three soldiers who were’ are seriously injured in 
Afghanistan are finally back on Canadian soil. I lost sleep 
b d  shed many tears during the initial‘news reports. 
Their family and friends must have gone through some 
very tough h e s .  They continue to do so. The elections, 
were a distant second during this crisis. 
I am very proud to be: Canadian. I love my flag and 
country beyond description. 
When our soldiers get; hurt do&g a difficu!t job I know 
exactly where the pride comes fr6m. 
I t  Welcome home, boys. 1 .  Roy At l a ,  Thornhill, B.C. 
~bbsl t  he Mais gag 1 I 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, BC. V8G 5R2. 
You can fax us at 250-638-8432 oh e-mail us at 
newsroom @ terracestandard. corn. No atthchments, please. 
Name, address andphonenumberrequiredforverijication. 
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Garbage control needed 
Dear Sir: 
cal residents surrounding '9 and a number Of lo- ' CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
'The Mall Bag the immediate area hound the Wal-MdcDonald's buildings have noticed a garbage-dumping zone - growing. This new area en- 
comuasses the walk between I, 
Wal:MdcDonald's and health should look into this into yet another plastic bag 
the beautiful Skeena river. as well. in the large parking lot. Mc- which lined the garbage 
To be exact, this area Also the employees who barrel! No wonder we have 
begins at the foot of Haug- smoke outside, empty by a garbage problem in this 
land right up to the first new dumping (and I have seen world. 
bridge. this) their convenient ashtray when some lady complained None of it can biodegrade 
I and my neighbours are box over the side of the little and return to earth. 
assuming that the city coun- hill toward the public walk. It's time for Wal-Mart 
cil members and the above Just lovely to see and smell and McDonald's to take re- 
mentioned American com- all those dead cigarette butts sponsibility and clean up. 
panies have a very special andboxes. plastic bags for dog owners Tatiana Tchernoussoff, 
'agreement amongst them- I know that Wal-Mart has 
selves that allows this kind two over-filled garbage con- 
of carnage to happen let tainers right smack dab at the 
alone' to allow such a build- front doors of their building 
ing to be pdt so close to what 
could have been an attractive, 
walking zone for the citizens 
of Terrace, visitors, and the 
surrounding communities. 
Every week there is at 
least one new shopping 
cart stupidly plunged over 
the cliff into the river plus 
ral discarded around 
neighborhood, not to 
ion the appearance of 
McDonald's cups and wrap- 
pings plus plastic bags and 
discarded packaging, etc., at 
my doorstep and my neigh- 
bours. I live approximately 
two blocks from these'com- 
.panics. 
I and several of my 
neighbours have phoned 
citj' hall (e-mailed, as well), 
public works, Wai-Mart and ' 
McDonald's for the past two 
but not one anywhere else 
Donald's has nqne outside. 
The funniest thing did 
happen about a year ago, 
about the dog doos (one blob 
only at that time) and the 
city put up'a garbage barrel 
and the little container with 
to use to put this most biode- 
gradable substance into, of 
all things, a plastic bag! 
Then, to deposit this bag 
Terrace, B.C. 
b 
occasionally and sparsely 
picked up, is growing to 
the point that maybe public 
Merger I1 
musing 
Dear Sir: 
Regardless of the elec- 
tion result, a fundamental is- 
sue that arose during it when 
The NDP has split the 
centre-left vote since it was 
formed, though quite a few 
of the assumed constituency 
of the NDP also vote Con- 
servative. Just the same, the 
time has come for this split 
to end. 
The NDP remains a mar- 
ginal party, actively alienat- 
ing anyone who doesn't fit 
the "working family" model 
that it promotes, which f s  
an insult to those excluded 
- everybody works, Jack. 
The only way it will 
achieve power is by amal- 
gamation with the Liber- 
als, all the more necessary 
now, given the Conservative 
strength, the consequence of 
their own amalgamation. ' 
The Liberals themselves 
are marginal as well, depend- 
ing as they do on Quebec,, 
where the NDP is always 
shut out, which it shouldn't 
be because Quebec is more 
socialistic than the rest of 
the country. Not hard to see 
the solution. 
If the leaders of the 
NDP and the Liberals re- 
ject amalgamation, then we 
need anew political party ' 
that will draw the centre-left 
together the way the Conser- 
vatives have drawn together 
the centre-right. 
Dr. David Heinimann, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I Hearty 
' thank you 
The War Amps Davs tribute to I 
(]anadds 
Military 
Heritage 
To res a Ileng of our Canrdlan Mllllary 
Hetitage documentaries. virn our Web sfis at 
of the 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
will be held on  
Thursday, February 16,2006 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Willy Schneider Meeting Room 
I .dec,jons to the Board of Trustees will take lace and Bf nominations for these positions wrll be accepte rom the floor, 
Celebrate Valentine's D 
$1 &om every lieart-shape 0 
0 
to the Heart and StroklFoundation. 
II Imrl..l,rlrd I.,. W,l i,,'l6,,ICJ.) 
2 
I 
0 
I 
4924 Hwy. I 6  West, Terrace 
63513443 
I . You're among friends at Boston Pizza. 
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DISCQVER NATURE'S FINEST ARTWORK FIRSTHAND. 
2006 Escape XLT 4x4 BUILT FOR YOUR EVERYDAY ADVENTURES. 
STANDARD FEATURES: 3.0L OURATEC 30 DDHC V6, FOG LAMPS, PRIVACY GLASS, AMlFM STEREO WITH IN-DASH 6-DISC CD CHANGER, PERIMETER 
ALARM SYSTEM. SPEEO CONTROL, FRONT AN0 REAR FLOOR MATS, REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY SYSTEM AN0 16" CAST ALUMINUM WHEELS. 
' NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED FOR LEASE OFFER 
BOTH OFFERS INCLUDE 52,000 DELIVERY ALLOWANCE & S1.300 AIR TAX B FREIGHT. 
SEL Model Shown 
XLT Model Shown. 
Dear Sir: 
Not to long ago, I wit- 
nessed a gesture of kindness 
by a young, kind-hearted 
people who gathered enough 
food to fill grocery bags for 
thos in need. 
This is a gesture that 
needs recognition, and the 
young kind hearts from the 
Spring Creek Seventh Day 
Adventist church school de- 
serve a great big thank you 
from all the people who uti- 
lize the soup kitchen regu- 
Way to go kids and may 
the creator shine down his 
blessings upon your gener- 
ous hearts. 
larly. 
Geo. McKay. 
Tprrnrp. R.C. 
STANDARD FEATURES: 3 OL 24V DURATEC DOHC V6 WITH M TRANSMISSION. HALOGEN HEAD AND FOG LAMPS. 
HEAIED MIRRORS. POWER 4-WHEEL ANTI LOCK DISC (ABS) BRAKES WITH ELECTRONIC BRAKEFORCE DISTRIBUTION 
(EBD). 17' 5-SWKE BRIGHT ALUM NUM WHEELS. ALL SPEED TRACTION CONTROL AWFM SlEREO/CLDCWMPY6.CD 
PLAYER. LEATHER.WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL WlTH AUDIO CONTROLS. REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY. SECURILOCKC3 
PASSIVE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM. POWER DOOR LOCKSAVINDOW AND AC 
STANDARD FEATURES: 4 OL SOHC V6.5-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FOG LAMPS. KEYLESS ENTRY KEYPAD 
AND REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY, HEATED ELECTRIC MIRRORS. AIR COI~DITIONING. AMiFM STEREO WITH CO AND MP3 
CAPABILITY, OVERHEAD. STORAGE CONSOLE. 17'  MACHINED ALUMINUM WHEELS, 4-WHEEL DISC BRAKES NTH ABS. 
MESSAGE CENTER WITH TIRE MONITORING SYSTEMlMMPASSlOUTSlOE TEMPERATURE D SPLAY,A!JVANC~C @ 
WITH ROLL STABILITY CONTROL AND SECURILOCK 0 ANWTHEiT IMMOBILIZER 
! t 
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Foreign students 
learn carpentry 
A GROUP OF foreign students from a for-profit private 
college on the Lower Mainland are well into their four- 
month carpentry training program at Northwest Community 
College here. 
The six Chinese, three Korean and one Hawaiian from 
the Canadian Community College in Vancouver take Eng- 
lish as a second language courses first thing each morning 
before working in the college’s carpentry shop for the re- 
mainder of the day. 
Their carpentry program - -- is being run’separately from the 
college’s reguli one butone local student has joined the 
group. 
“It’s a 16-week program and there is a two-month practi- 
cum after that but that isn’t part of the program,” says in- 
structor Brian Badge. 
Upon completion, the students can apply this entry level 
training program as credit toward a full-fledged carpentry 
apprenticeship program, he said. 
“By the time they have finished they will know basic 
framing,” Badge added. 
‘The deal between Northwest Community College and the 
Canadian Community College (CCC) is a new venture for 
the former which has been working on building connections- 
with other institutions and programs in Canada and’ over- 
seas. CCC needed to strike a deal with a public institution 
because as a private facility, its students cannot apply to 
stay in Canada on one-year work visas after their studies are 
complete. \ 
The students are staying in the college’s dorms and some 
might find other accommodation later on. 
The for-profit CCC opened its doors in 2002, offers cours- 
es in business administration, health care, international busi- 
ness and trade and construction trades. It has two campuses 
in Vancouver. m e  vast majority of its students are Asian, 
BIN (ALLEN) Zhao is one of a group of foreign students taking an’entry level car- 
pentry program this semester at Northwest Community College. The Chinese, KO- 
rean and Hawiian students are also taking English as a second language instruc- 
tion. They are from the Canadian Community College in Vancouver. 
on student visas or in Canada as landed immigrants. 
TUNEmUP SPECIAL $24.95 
Offer expires Feb. 28,2006 
635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
6 Days a Week Mon - Sat 
I 
i We now have a Shortage of Well Priced : 
Homes currently on the Market! 
And lots of Qualified Buyers. 
So Talk to our Award winning Realtors : 
E about selling our home NOW. 
I 
The Groun i Hog did not see his shadow 0 
and Spring has come Early. i So Now is  a Good Time to Sell. 
I 
I I 
I . , & . +  ,,.... % ,, 3 
Royal GPage Termce 
Your Choice for all your 
Real Mute Needs. 
635-2404. 
Crlmertoppan offerr a carh rewerd of up to  $2,OOO.W for lnformatlon 
leadlng to the arrest and chrrges belng laid agalnst thls or any other 
unsolved Crlme. If you have any lnformatlon call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
TIPS, that’s 635-8477. Callerr wlll not be required to reveal thelr ldentlty or 
tertlty In court. Crlmertoppen doer not aubscrlbe to  call dlsplay. 
. SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Security Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
* Access Control 
* Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
“24 Hour Proper?. Prokction” 
877-71 3-9588 
258-638-6070 
Fax: 250-638-6091 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
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TOP SELLER 
Terrace ’ 
R Q y * L w u y  -
m C E  
I 
i For the month of January 
I Our G d  in sales mmns many 
satisfied home, Buyem & Sdm 
Under Bylaw No. 13 13-1 993, and amendments thereto 
every municipal street and road is  designated as a snoH 
removal route, and arking on them is prohibited during 
Any vehicle that impedes snow removal 
and/or road maintenance,worb on any snow 
removal ioute can be towed. 
Also, it is an offence to place snow from any 
private property onto the road Ri ht-of-Wayi 
it creates drainage blockages, buries an ! plugs up fire 
hydrants, and interferes with routine snow plowing 
and/or road maintenance. 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated 
the winter months, P rom November 15th to April 1 st. 
a C/N OF TERRACE ‘’ 
Choose the GIC that can put you ahead of the crowd. 
Get the growth potential you‘ve been looking for and 
guarantee your principal with a Market Growth GIC. 
Get ahead with surprisingly great 
income potential and protection of your 
principal with a Market Growth GIC 
from TD Canada Trust. Unlike regular 
GICs, Market Growth GIC returns are 
linked to the performance of stock 
market indices, so you have the potential 
for higher retunis. But unlike stocks, 
your p\rincipal is guaranteed no matter 
which way the markets move. 
This RSP season, consider the 
Financials GIC Plus - one of our 
Market Growth GICs whose return is 
linked to the performance of the 
S&P/TSX Banks Index’. It offers the 
potential for higher returns and 
guarantees your original’principal. 
For example, if you had invested in 
such a GIC on September 29,2000, at 
maturity on September 29,2005, you 
would have earned a remarkable 9.8% 
compound annual return. However, ,if 
the index had declined or remained 
unchanged over this period, you would 
have received no return, but your original 
investment would still have been secure. 
See how you can reach your RSP 
investment goals sooner. Contact a 
representative at TD Canada Trust 
before March 1,2006. 
- 
Call us today at 1-800-235-0065 or visit 
www.tdcanadatrust.com/term ’ ’ 
Canada 
Banking can be thi 
\ 
The amount of the return, if any, on the Financials GIC Plus depends upon the change in the SSP/rSX Banks Index over the term of the GIC. The moxiinum return is capped ot 60% for a five year term and capped ot 20% for a three year term. The maximum 
b m  is subject to change at any time but such return for a spetic GIC purchaso is fixed on the date of purchase. The toto1 percentoge change in the index from Septemhr 29,2000 to September 29,2005, whi i  wwld have been oppliioble to such o product, 
IS 71.99%. Because the maximum return on this GIC is capped at 60%, the actual return would have been 60%. This return is oquiwbnt to an annual compound mte nf 9.86% ow this period. For Le period April 13,1998 to April 13,2001, Ihe btol 
rcentoge change in the SSP/rSX Banks Index, which would have been applicable to such a product, was -5% consoquently, such o GIC purchassd and held over that period would have ykMed IM rem. The prinapol (UIIOunt of the Fimiok GIC PLa will h 
mid in ful ot maturity. The minimum principal amount is $1,090 for nomgistered accounts and $500 far registered accounts. TIN p d u d  is not redeemoblo prior to motu@/. A disckma statement with complete detoik of the b e s  ofthe F i  GIC Flus 
available ot your local TO Canada Trust branch. 2. i h e  Ficancials GIC Plus product is not sponsored, endaaed, sold or pmmoted by Stondord 8 Poor‘s or the Toronto Stock Exchange, and neither makes any representation, wormnty, or codi &the 
vkobility of investing in this product. “SgP“ is o trademark of The McGmwSlill Companies Inc. 7Sx” is o trademark of TSX Inc. be mark, have been k e d  for usa by The TwontoOominion Bank. 
at I'ocal schools 
fairly minimal 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA opening 
DESPlTE LOSING four up sight 
small trees on the Skeena lines on 
Junior Secondary grounds ' p r o p - 
over the holidays, the school e r t i e s ' district's facility services di- making 
1 rector says vandalism is not it harder 
a major problem here. to ,  hide, 
Mountains district] is fairly andenter 
minimal compared to other or cause 
districts," said Chuck Mor- damage 
Pis, who has served in a toschool 
similar capacity with other b u i 1 d - 
districts for nearly 30 years. ings.) 
" y e  get the odd broken In addition to' the four 
window," Moms added. trees damaged (one was 
, As'of Jan. 9, the district uprooted and stolen), the 
h& spent $19,616 on repairs vandal@) left tire tracks on 
Georges, the district's secre- Morris said the district I T  U N I O N  I 
tary treasurer. 
said Georges, adding that in 
"Vandalism-[in the Coast b r e: a k , Year 2 - 4.0% Deadline 
s - thc perfect time to escape to 
a 
Morris 
R T H E R N  1-800-663-0298 
accentinnr.com 
C.ndbn o m a d  d opmd. 
" of vandalism said Marcel the property's grass. 
is in no rush to replace the 
'That's still too high," trees. 
the previous year, the dis- 
trict spent $48,918. "That's , 
money taken out of the sys- 
tem." 
, Those figures don't in- 
clude the'hours worked by 
satellite maintenance crews '' 
- Mor$ employs throughout 
the district in Stewart, Ha- 
zelton, Kitimat and Terrace. 
Moms says the prices 
would vary but on 'average 
two to"fours hours of work 
are needed through the dis- 
trict per week maintaimng 
almost, 30 buildings. 
In a similarsized schoold- 
., istrict - Peace River North - 
the facilities manager echoes 
what Moms has to say. 
Ivan Lewis said the 20- 
I t0,$20,000 replacing broken 
windows, $lO,OOO on in- 
school damage and $5,000 
on painting for graffiti. 
"That's a total of $35,000, , 
the same figure Georges has 
I school district spends 18,000 
projected for $is ye& and 
last. 
In his second year with 
the local district, Moms says 
vandalism at some scale is 
unavoidable. 
"You're always going to 
have someone doing some- 
thing wrong," Moms said. 
'!No one can get away from 
that - including private busi- 
nesses." 
T~~~ The problem, insists 
Moms, is cyclical, going 
through periods of high and 
low numbers of incidences. 
small percentase is usually 
to blame. 
A problem group will 
graduate to a high school 
and vandalism ceases at the 
juriior high they've come 
from and increases at&e se- 
nior school. 
Moms says the district 
"won't even entertain" the 
. idea of using security cam- 
eras on or around school fa- 
cilities, instead concentrat- 
ing on ways to prevent and 
Those measures include 
adding gates or fences to 
deter vehicle or pedestrian 
access to school property or 
increasing contracted secu- 
rity patrols. , 
The district is also trying 
to comply with an RCMP 
initiative that preaches crime 
i prevention through environ- 
mental design. 
Moms said this means 
, Lewis agrees, saying ^. a 
I 
I lessen vandalism. 
a Monitoring 
I . winter 
! speeds 
I 
i MOST WINTER accidents 
are not due to the poor road 
I and weather conditions. 
The primary cause is trav- 
elling too fast for the road and 
weather conditions, putting the 
\ 
onus on drivers to-rem& in 
control of their vehicles and not 
drive with the cruise control. 
The local highway patrol 
reminds drivers that police can 
lay a charge of speeding rela- 
tive to conditions even if driv- 
ers are travelling below the 
i 
I 
posted speed limit and haven't 
been in an accident. 
Posted speed limits refer to 
ideal conditions. In poor winter 
conditions, drivers need to slow 
down. Failure to do so could re- 
sult in a $167 fine. 
Local police will be target- 
ing motorists for unsafe speed, 
seat-belt and intersection viola- 
tions in the Speed Relative to 
Conditions campaign for the 
month of Febtuary, 
I 
I 
THE ZOO6 CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE VEHICLE5 ARE HERE 
1 ZOO6 Jeep L i b e r t y -  Sport 4x4 
210 hp 3.7L V6 engine Command-TracTM part time 4WD 
All speed Traction Control System 16-inch luxury style steel wheels 
Electronic Stability Program (ESP) with Electronic Roll Mitigation 
Tinted glass windows AM/FM stereo with CD player 
Power windows, locks and mirrors 
*SC* SC * NHTSA 5 star" safety rating 
Carh purchare PLUS or Lease for 11 
t PER MONTH mR 36 MONTHS WITH 
*3.350 OOWN PAYMENT OR EOURTALENT 
TIWOE. '0 SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
0 PURCHASE lo FINANCINSm FOR 
36 MONTHS 
* PLUS 
FRE16HT 
['1.0501 
ZOO6 Chrysler PT C r u i s e r  
2.4L DOHC SMPl engine 5-Speed manual transmission 
AM/FM CD Stereo with 6 premium speakers 
Advanced multi-stage front airbags Tilt steering 
Power driver & passenger 1-touch windows 
Rear window defroster Sentry KeyTm Engine Immobilizer 
I 
Carh purchare PLUS 
0 PURCHASE. lo FINANCIN6m FOR 
36 MONTHS 
* PLUS 
FREl6HT 
[ '1.050 1 
J-I? 
. .  
H RYS LER 
v
3 0 3 G E  
VISIT YOUR' CHRYSEER. 'J,EEP@. D O D G E  DEALER'  . 
wise read the fine prlnt ', t. m Limited time offers apply to retail deliveries only. Excludes license, insurance, registration, $50 PPSA, any dealer administration fees and applicable taxes. Freight ($1,200 for 300, $1,050 for p~ Cruiser and Libem) 
is excluded except where indicated. Dealer order/trade may be necessary. Financing and leasing are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer for specific pricing details and conditions. Dealers are free to set individual prices. - Purchase apply 
only to 2006 300 Touring (26H+WG1), Liberty Sport (28B+GEG,NHM,CSA,WOR) and PT Cruiser (270+GXR) models. t Lease based on 36 month term for 2006 Liberty Sport (28B+GEG,NHM,CSA,WDR) models; total lease obligation'is $14 042 with $3 350 
down @ 1.8% lease APR (freight included). Down payment, first month's payment, any dealer administration fees and $50 PPSA are due at lease inception. Kilometres limited to 61,200; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometres. m 0.8% &rchase finaicing 
for 36 month terms on all 2006 300'(excluding SRT8) models. Example: $36,000 financed at 0.8% for 36 months, monthly payment is $1,012.38, cost of borrowing is $445.72 and the total obligation is $36,445.72. 
m 0% purchase financing for 36 month terms on 2006 Liberty (excluding diesel) and all PT Cruiser models. Example: $36,000 financed at 0% for 36 months, monthly payment is $1,000, cost of borrowing is $0 
and the total obligation is $36,000. ' Based on US. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) scoring system for 2306 model year Chrysler 300 and Jeep Liberty. 5-star ratings as fo:lows: 300. front driver 
and passenger, rear seat side. Liberty: front driver, front seat and rear seat side. lM Command-Trac and Sentry Key are trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. @ JeeD is a reaistered trademalk of ~ a i m l ~ ~ h l v d ~ ~ ' m m n m t i n n  
h 
I‘ 
I ,  
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il )Telus worker gets job back 
resentatives in Toronto and 
Vancouver. Dak: February 23, 2006 
Workers voted Oct. 30 
or fired during the strike. 
During the week of Jan. 
23, four men were convicted 
of contempt for preventing 
staff from entering Telus fa- 
cilities in Nanaimo, B.C. 
Another man was found 
guilty €or trespassing on 
Telus property in Smithers. 
And a female employke, 
who was taking part in so- 
called flying pickets, was 
convicted after her vehicle 
hit a Telus vehicle. 
TWU workers set up 
picket lines at ‘relus build- 
ings across B.C. and Alberta 
July 21; 2005. 
’ The TWU said the dis- 
pute was about workers’ 
rights to job security and a 
decent standard of living. 
Several incidents between 
striking TWU workers and 
Telus managers, including 
flying pickets where work- 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
A LOCAL man fired by 
Telus after his arrest during 
the Telecommunications 
Workers Union (TWU) 
strike last year has won his 
job back. 
’ Adam ‘Yawrenko, who 
.was also arrested by Ter- 
race RCMP during the Telus 
strike,. has had his cqntempt 
charge ,dismissed in B.C. 
Supreme Court. 
Shortly after, an arbitra- 
tor re-instated him as a Telus 
employee. 
“I’m extremely familiar 
with Adam and he has been 
cleared of all charges and 
has returned to work,” said 
Karen Whitfield, business 
agent for the TWU. 
Shetadded that he re- 
turned to work at his former 
position and salary level on 
December 27,2005. 
I #304-4546 Park Avenue Election of officers will take place. Nominations from the floor will be accepted. I 
_ _ _  - _ _  
to ratify the contract which 
covers a national bargaining 
unit of about 14,000 em- 
ployees, most of whom are 
in B.C. and Alberta. I For more information, please call 6354232. I 
I I 
In preparation for the 2006-2007 school year, the School Board is seeking the cooperation of parents in r isterin theii 
District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
child on the following dates. If you have not already done so, preregistration is requested in order to provi 7 L  e the hoo 
6th in their nei hbourhood school. Students registering after April 6th may be placed in any of the%rrace/lhorn R il 
31st, &. A birth certificate and proof of jmmunization will be required at the time T o registration. 
WmyHs Mf OPEN TO TAKE REGISTRATION FOR KINDERGARTEN FROM 9m A.M. TO 12m P.M. 
and 1:00 P.M. TO 300 P.M. 
BETWEEN FEBRUARY 131,2006 AND APRIL 5(h, 2006 
The School District will make every effort, dependent upon aGilable staff, to place students who have r istered by A ri 
schools, depenient upon available staffing. I 
To be eli ible for entry to School in September 2006 students must be h e  years of 
Students are eligible for a full day Kindergarten program if: 
they have been identified as having ~ W P O  special d~, 
they are of First Nations ancesw, or 
the have significant dfficuhies speaking or understanding English 
on OT brfon D u ~  
Requests for LII day instruction should be madeat the time of registration and the school will contact you to confirm this. 
Kindergamn clasws, pbaw register your child at your 
i o  
E 1 Kmnry Primary 
Kiri K’Shan Primary 
Phone 635-7066 d Phone 635-272 1 htnhill Primary Uplands Elementary , Principal, Mr. J. Vi 01 
’ , 
Principal, Mrs. S. Springer 
Principal, Mr. G. Holkestad 
Principal, Mr. 6. Eyolfson 
If you wish information on school boundaries, please contact any of the principals listed above. 
French lmmorsion Kindergarten and Grade One 
(A student does not have to be of French origin to enrol in French Immersion.) 
Registration far French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One takes place at Kiti K‘Shan Primar 
toL in in the French Immersion Program 
Tho’cOnwil sedain francophone (Francophone Education A u h i t y  of K khodl Dbhict n93) dfrrr 
fVll4me Kindergarten. Q 
Registration for the Francophone full time kindergarten will be processed by Kiti K‘Shan Primary School, phanc 
635-3 1 15. 
To qualify for the Francophone Program, in accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom 
parents must: 
R istration for French Immersion Grade One is for students presently attending Kindergarten in r. nglish, who would likc 
I f  0 
be a Canadian Ci;zen or landed immigrant of Canada 
reside in British Columbia, and have one of the following: 
-French as a first language learned and still understood; 
Prima school instruction in Canada in French (excludes immersion program); 
A chilrwho has received primary or secondary school instruction in Canada in Frenchjexc 
A child receiving primar or secondary instruction in Canada in French. 
“J 
’ 
r more information on the rancophone Program, please contact the Jack Cook School at 635-9754 or< r > 
Principal) a t  1-888-729-8988.) 
LOCAL TELUS worker Adam Yawrenko“ was re-in- 
stated to his position after contempt of court charges 
arising from last year’s lock out were dismissed in B,G. 
Supreme Court. FILE PHOTO 
Yawrenko had been ar- 
rested for breaching a BC 
Supreme Court injunction 
but the case was ‘thrown 
out due to the fact his ac- 
tions weren’t covered by 
the injunction obtained by 
Telus , that prevented TWU 
members from blocking or 
obstructing access to Telus 
buildings. 
After Yawrenko was ar- 
rested, he received a letter 
from Telus dated last Oct. 6 
saying he was fired. 
B.C. Supreme Court 
Justice Grant Rumyeat dis- 
missed Yawrenko’s case, in 
effect saying Yawrenko‘ had 
not breached the injunction 
order, Whitfield said. 
Whitfield said she 
couldn’t comment on wheth- 
er Yawrenko was penalized 
in order to be accepted back 
at work. 
No other Terrace TWU 
members were arrested and  
ers would tailgate Telus 
managers in their vehicles, 
took place resulting in ’the 
arrest of 75 TWU workers 
in B.C. 
The TWU bargaining 
committee reached a tenta- 
tive agreement with Telus 
Oct. 10 after two weeks of 
meeting with company rep- 
City raises pet adoption fee 
PROSPECTIVE PET OWNERS are now paying five times 
more to adopt a pet from the Terrace Animal Shelter. 
City council approved a recommendation to increase the 
cost of adopting pets late last yearThe new system will see 
people paying $50 to adopt a cat and $80 to adopt a dog. 
That’s a 400 per cent increase overt the old adoption fee 
of $10 for a cat and a 433 per cent increase over the old $15 
fee to adopt a neutered dog. Under the old system dogs who 
were not neutered or spayed cost $35: 
Though the increase appears dramatic, new owners will 
also be given a $30 voucher redeemable at any local veter- 
iraarian’s office to be used for spaying, neutering or vacci- 
nations, says city director of development services, Marvin 
Kwiatkowski. And that should provide incentive for new 
owners to make more responsible decisions when it comes 
to fixing +ais and keeping their shots up to date, he said. 
The voucher concept stems from similar programs in oth- 
er municipalities that have seen good success. 
The new fees could also curb impulse pet buying and add 
value to the cost of buying a pet. 
“Somebody can scrape together $15 or $20 - but many of 
those pets are coming back to us,” Kwiatkowski said. 
“The benefits of th is  change are great in that it will en- 
courage the spaying and neutering of animals to reduce over 
population and should also contribute to a healthier pet pop- 
ulation,” Kwiatkowski told council. 
The fee does not include licensing for dogs. That costs an 
additional $20 for fixed animals and $40 for unaltered dogs. 
The fees are considerably less that other animal shelters 
in the area, Kwiatkowski said., 
\ 
, 
METHANEX UPDATE 
. _..  % . From Kevin Henderson 
Director, ‘Manufacturing, North America 
As most people are aware, Methanex mania in October 
2005. Since that time, our employees have been busy preparing for the changeover from a produc- 
tion facility to a terminal operation. Prior to last October, Methanex produced approximately 430,000 
tonnes of methanol per year. This was distributed to customers by ocean vessel and by rail. 
Although our production facilities are now decommissioned, our site is still an excellent location for a 
terminal operation. 
Since Alberta Envirofuels cessed shipments of methyl-tertiary:butyI ether (MTBE) in 2002, we’ had .been 
searching for a product to trans-ship through two spare storage tanks at our West Terminal. In-Septem 
2005 a wholly owned subsidiary of EnCana Corporation signed an agreement with Methanex to trans- 
ship up to 25,000 barrels of sweet petroleum condensate per day. This new business combined with ou 
continuing methanol terminal operations will provide Methanex the opportunity to retain 10 per cent 
our workforce in Kitimat. Q 
Sweet petroleum condensate,is a liquid by-product of natural gas production. It is a mixture of man 
light petroleum hydrocarbons and has similar properties’to gasoline. This condensate mixture prim 
contains components such as: pentane, hexane,) heptane and octane. This condensate will be brought,, 
into Kitirnat by ocean vessels and transferred to the Methanex West Terminal. From there it will be dis- 
tributed by specially designed, dedicated railcars to northern Alberta where it will be used as a diiuent t 
enable easier ,handling of crude oil from Alberta tar sands projects. 
Methanol and ammonia production are very clean processes with the only significant waste streams b e  
ing carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides (also known as NOx). When both plants were operating, Meth- 
anex discharged approximately 600,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide and approximately 1,500 tonnes of 
nitrogen oxides per year. With the production facility now closed, the discharge has been reduced to 
zero. 
On February 8, 2006, Methanex will begin a 3Oday public review and consultation period in order to ‘ 
amend its air discharge permit. 
I 
Now that our production facilities have been decommissioned, the only emissions thbt will vent from our 
storage tmks will be methanol and (once we commence transshipments for EnCana) sv$eet petroleum 
condensate vapburs. We have determined that the level of emissions from our tanks will be within all 
applicable environmental and health guidelines. However, Methanex will further reduce e 
a vapour reduction technology that we have successfully used for many years. Vapour recove 
emissions right at the source and the costs associated with it are offset by the value of produc 
the tanks. 
We are spending approximately $1 million to upgrade the existing vapour recovery unit at o.ur 
Terminal that will result in reducing emissions by more than 90 per cent. This is consistent with 
mitment to Responsible Care0 which endorses reduction, reuse and recycling of waste. 
If you would like‘more information on our terminal operations or our application for an amen 
the provisions of the Environmental Management Act, please contact Terry Rowat at 25 
email to: AirPermit@Methanex.com. 
( 1 .  
ased production of metha 
t 
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3 
... tohake room for ‘A 
the newly designed a Back‘To Basics 
.Have your children checked 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 -‘14yrs, can be completely corrected. 
: 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
will be held at the 
I 
A Responsible Care. Compcay 
b I , A1 0 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 8,2006 
da,maged , by vandals 
VANDALS smashed 
windows, slashed tires and 
ripped out electrical wiring 
on Salvation Army vehicles 
,in January, leaving the 
charitable organization short 
on its already-tight finances 
after paying to repair the 
’ damage. 
The 12-passenger Dodge 
van suffered several broken 
windows, the cube truck had 
two tires slashed and the 
a seven-passenger minivan 
received engine damage and 
ripped wiring some time over 
the Jan. 7Jor 14 weekend, ac- 
f cording to Ian McDonough, 
director of community and 
family services. 
The vehicles were parked 
behind the Army’s new 
Kalum St. quarters. 
It’s possible the damage 
’wiring could have resulted 
from the vandal’s attempts * 
hotwire it, he believes. 
“That thought occurred to 
the culprits pulled out a 
I 
(, 
to the minivan’s electrical 3keena Uistrlct 
THE SALVATION ARMY’S Ian McDonough surveys the engine of one of the organi- 
’MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO zation’s vehicles recently damaged by vandals. The Skeena District of the Ministry of 
Transportation is creating i ts list”of 
registered Equipment for Hire for the 
fiscal year of 2006/2007, which begins 
April 1,2006. 
WERE registered this past year through 
the District Office in Terrace will be 
receiving invitations to re-register their 
equipment for the coming fiscal year 
by mail. 
Any individuals or companies who 
were NOT registered in 2005, but who 
The District Office is located at 4825 
Keith Avenue,Terrace. You can.also 
’ phone 250 638-6401 to have the forms 
mailed or faxed to you. 
Full details of equipment including 
ierial number and proof of ownership 
are required for registration. Dump 
truck registrations require a current 
tare weight slip and front axle capacity 
be attached. 
The lists will be compiled from 
equipment registered by 
ouple of &,vents too. 
at fixing the three vehi- the cancellation of Sunday positioning of the vehicles: ideas in mind right now just - All individuals or companies who McDonough estimates The destruction meant the vandalism could be the “We’ve got a couple of 
cles cost just Over $1,000, School for two weeks, made they are parked in an alley to kind of discourage it (van- 
money that came out of the, it difficult to pick up people. with limited traffic and vis- dalism) as much as we can,” 
Sally Ann’s annual budget, for church and delayed I do- ibility, McDonough said. said McDonough. 11 
-Businesses- VANDALS carved trails of destruction suffer across the down- .broken In some cases officers windows responded immediately after re- 
town core, smashing windows as they went the last weekend ceiving calls from witnesses who heard breaking glass, but 
Terrace RCMP received a number of reports of broken In other incidents, police were called when the vandalis 
was discovered after it happened. 
track potential suspects, but were unsuccessful. 
,) March 31,2006. 
Skeena District 
I1 no suspects were caught. wish to have their equipment listed, Don Ramsay, bistrict Manager 
ass Jan. 27 to 30. 8 District Office either in person or’by 
phone to obtain the appropriate 
Vandals struck nine businesses and two vehicles, the ma- ‘ Police dog services attended one call and attempted to 
BRITISH jority along Lakelse Ave with the exception of one business 
along Greig Ave. Police aren’t sure whether the incidents are all related, registration forms, or register online at  COLUMBIA --“There was ,no evidence $[found] at any location suitable Patenaude said. www.bcbid.gov.bc.ca . www.gov.bc.a 
I for forensic identification,” said Const. Rochelle Patenaude, Those with information can call the RCMP, 638-7400, or 
local RCMP community policing officer. Crimestoppers at 635-8477. F ‘ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~  
\ 
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Study finds cancer centre 
possible, but also tricky 
I) to I base ’in Prince Geo’rge 
CITY OF TERRACE 
is seeking nominations to 
TERRACE THE ORDER OF TERRACE 
- 
-1111111111111111111111 A LOCAL woman has speech will be read. Normal Royal LePage Terrace R~~~~ LEPAGE 
establish a universal ID card 
for people with permanent 
disabilities. 
Yvonne Nielsen present- 
ed a petition to Skeena NDP 
MLA Robin Austin Feb. 
3 which he will introduce 
in the. legislature later this 
month. 
The signatures on this pe- 
tition have come in since she 
presented a first one a year 
ago to former Skeena MLA 
Roger Harris. 
Nielsen’s plan, which 
would be‘used by people as 
proof they have a disability, 
has the backing of the city 
and of the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district and had the 
backing of Harris. 
But the provincial gov- 
ernment has so far down- 
played the idea, %saying it 
Austin said“ he’s more 
than willing to take up 
Nielsen’s cause in Victoria. 
renewed her fight to business resumes thereafter. #102-4644 Lazelle A”e.8 Terrace* 6.c. ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I l  
I 
L would not be feasible. 
I 
(Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Valid for a limited time at panicipating mceting locations. Not valid for At Work meetings and 
Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS is a mnistered hademarks of Weight 
Watches International, Inc. 02005 Weight Watchers International, Inc. All rights reseied. 
The Order of Terrace is given to select individuals in recodt ion  of outstanding contributions 
to the well-being of the City ofTerrace, a d  to recognize significant achievement and service 
to the community in a wide variety of fields, including (but not limited to) business and 
entrepreneurs, arts and entertainment, science and academics, health and educabon, sports / 
and youth/leadership, volunteer and community service, and charitable donations. 
If YOU know someone that you feel should be considered for the Order of Terrace, please 
submit their nomination (in confidence) before March 3,2006. to: 
The Order of Temce 
Mayor and Council 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
Nomination forms and criteria in fomt ion  may,& picked up at City Hall, or by 
calling De&se Fisher at 638-4722, or online at www.city.terrace.bc.ca 
*Nominations previously submitted will also be considered, however if information on the 
individual has changed, please contact the City to provide updated information. 
V8G 2x8 9 
i 
No. 1 worldwide. 
For full details and a free demonstration, come see us today! 
301 1 Blakebum Street, Terrace, V8G ,Ul ~h (2501 635-6567  ax: (2501 635-4161 
Monday to Friday 8:OO a.m. to 530 p.m. 
, 
I 
“I certainly look forward 
to moving this along,” said 
Austin. 
The ID card proposal has 
been Nielsen’s goal for 15 
years. 
Nielsen herself has an ac- 
quiried traumatic brain inju- 
ry caused by a car accident. 
She calk it a hidden disabil- 
ity because you can’t see it 
just by looking at her. 
Brain injuries can re- 
sult in permanent physical, 
intellectual and emotional 
changes, from memory and 
speech to a lack of muscle 
co-ordination. 
Nielsen has long said a, 
universd ID card would of- 
fer proof of a disability, such 
as a brain or spinal. cord in- 
jury, cerebral palsy, epilepsy 
or other neurological impair- 
ments. 
She said the card would 
be voluntary k d  could effi- 
ciently be done by being an 
add-on to the standard B.C. 
Identity Card. 
Such a card would be 
useful in any number of situ- 
ations, including obtaining 
government services and 
programs, receiving dis- 
counts or dealing with emer- 
gency services such as the 
p o 1 ice. 
Past efforts by Nielsen 
have included speaking with 
cabinet ministers while they 
were in Terrace and writing 
Premier Gordon Campbell. 
The provincial legisla- 
ture resumes sitting Feb. 
14 at which time the throne 
, 
ff 
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Green light given 
For airport project 
to expand terminal 
[EARLY THREE years 1 
Rer planning started, the . 
iorthwest Regional Airport ,-A 
rrminal expansion project 
I about to start. 
Airport authorities just 
Ist week received word that 
le federal agency charged 
ith air security will pay 
)r the portion of the work 
eeded for a new baggage 
xeening system. I 
The Canadian Air Trans- 
ortation Security Author- 
y (CATSA) has authorized 
xndine, of uu to S956.000 13 
The entrance to the ter- 
minal building will also be 
changed and there will be 
more of a covering over the 
Brown said a September 
completion target date has 
been set. 
The airport has had a pas- 
1 senger count averaging just 
under 100,000 people the 
last several years. 
1 Airport authorities are 
’ forecasting that to increasc 
l meaning that a larger ternii- 
1 nal would be needed. 
A key part,of the expan- 
sion is putting in a larger 
imager Laurie Brbwn. pates it will start work by the waiting room because the 
“The CATSA amount end of February. current one would be too 
mtains some contingencies “Probably the first thing small if airlines increase the 
le would have’ to get ap- the public will see is some size of their aircraft. 
roval to spend if we needed fencing to cordon off the 
sidewalk. R 
,ward a” total iroject cost of 
2.224 million, saw a b o r t  
’ 
~~~~i~ B~~ Dwn 
4 Cedar Rlver Phyrlother#ty6 IhbYitrtIon Centre .ecv , 
Injury/Poin Assessment & Managernen!. ’ 
Neurological/Cardiores iratory Conditions Neck & Back Pain 
Ergonomic Assessments Consultation Exercise Classes 
Fitness Assessrnents/Consultants 1, 
Acupuncture/Heodaches I Pilates 
WCB/lCBC ~ 
Sports Injuries, 
Incontinence 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT. CAU 
638-1010 -~ 
No referral necessary. 
3222 Munroe ‘Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 385 
Gift Certificates 
41 
First Nation Jewellery V 
0 ‘  
serves. larger waiting room and 
Progressive Ventures of more washrooms as well as 
errace was the successful the area for the new baggage 
idder and Brown antici- screening system. 
1 
Home sales 
show strength-) -- 
ROPERTY IN Terrace is “Days to sell has gone 
:Iling for significantly more down, the average listing 
3w than it was a year ago. in’ ,2004 took 129 days to 
According to 2005 year- sell and that figure has gone 
id statistics provided to down four per cent to 123 
cal realtors by the B.C. days,”Evanssays. 
orthern Real Estate Board “We had some properties 
ie average selling price of which were in more high de- 
roperty in Terrace went up mand than others and were 
y 16 per cent in 2005 com- lasting only two or three 
xed to 2004. days, but not very many.” 
That includes all types And Evans expects this 
f properties including va- trend to continue in the com- 
mt lots, trailers, homes and ing years. 
mmercial sales. “I think the numbers will 
.One local realtor says continue to decline and the 
iat average prices may be average price will continue 
usleading. to rise, it’s averaging just 
“Averages can be skewed over one per cent per month 
F course because we had right now,” he says. 
huge number of high end “I think people should 
des,” explains John Evans. feel very confident again and 
In 2004 the average sale look forward to increased 
rice was $107,000 that values.” 
Impares to an average of 
125,000 last year. 
And the number of list- 
igs on the local market 
ent down by one per cent 
om 627 listings in 2004 to 
18 last year. 
But the number of units 
)Id went up dramatically 
by 21 per cent. Just 264 
roperties sold in 2004 com- 
ared to 322 in 2005. 
That includes all types of 
:al estate sales including 
acant lots, homes and com- 
iercial properties. 
Evans says homes are 
aying on the ,market for 
iorter periods of time. 
=I ig h ways 
mprowed 
Smaller class sizes, escellent instructors and a campus right in your own 
community. Add low tuition and a choice of courses and prograins that 
lead to recognized degrees, diplomas and certificates and you have 
the NWCC advantage. 
, ,  In Terrace.. . 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnership withJUNBC and CNC, is offering the UScN Program 
in Terrace. 
Business kdziinistration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to universities, 3 professional accounting associations ana 
professional nianagenient psociations. Earn Athabasca University’s 
Bachelor of General Studies degree at NWCC with a Business 
Administration Diploma plus additional NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Oiilirre) 
’ 
Job-ready skills for administrative poiitions in office and business settings. 
Career & College .Prep (Clmsroorir fi Ori/irrej 
Tiution-&e high school level coiirses for adult learners to complete p r o p n  
prerequisites or graduation requirements. 
Computer Technology (Clnssrooii~ 6 Oidiirc) 
Develop a wide range of coniputer’skills for a great career. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
Nolitfrill- mid part-firire in tlrc clnssroorlr at Terrace cai~prrs 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Prograins prepare you for a rewvarding career. 
Prepare for a rewarding career as a ‘valuable member ot%6~hedh1*care tea 
s.z.zldcL - ‘ -  “Home Support/Resident Care Attendant Program 
Practical Nursing Certificate Program 
The 12-month prognni combines classroom, lab work, and on 
Social Service Worker 
Learn the skills needed for a career in social services.. 
Tuition-free opportunity to explore trades career options and upgrade your 
education so that you can enter into a trades training program 
Trades 
Entry-level Trades (ELTT) and Apprenticeship Training in: 
Automotive Repair Technician 
Carpentry 7 
Comniunity-based Carpentry and/or Timber Framing delivered in your comniu ’ 
Culinary Arts Certificate & Diploma Programs 
Heavy Duty/Coinmercial Transport Repair Mechanic 
Millwright (Industrial Millkright) ’ 
N E W  WeldedFitter 
Welding 
University Credit 
Choose hm a range of first and second year transferable cours 
on your degree. Earn a two-year Associate Degree in Arts, Science, or 
Criminology then transfer to a NWCC career program or a university. 
Flexible delivery lets you choose the classroom, online, teleconference, hll- or 
part-time, day-time or evenings.Visit the Web site for a complete list of 
University Credit courses. 
Distance Education courses include: 
EigIish 20 1 Eilglish Litercltrrre - Beoirsdf to Neoclclssicisiisr,~ [filecotfireiice) 
~ig/is/i 202 Eilg/is/i Literatitrr - itoir;nirticisrii to Prcseiit (Ee/ecoifireiice) 
Moth 1 15 Pre-Ca/cirhrs (Oidiiic) 
’ NEW! Trades Access (Classrooin 6 Slrop) 
0 
’ <  
’ .i Mclth”790 Priritiples of Matlieinatififor tlic Eleirieiita~,’12.trrlrer (Og/iiie) ’ -:-: 
Take a closer look. 
,. 
- 10 Million monthly website hits. - 0% commission - one flat fee 
wl4W48 - Hundreds of private sale listings - National exposure 
1 
:BC spent money last 
ear with the transportation 
unistry to repair area 
)ads‘to increase safety and 
:crease accidents. 
“The investments ICBC 
takes in road improve- 
Lents are designed to deliv- 
- a measurable return on in- 
estment in reduced claims 
xts,” says David Dickson, 
3BC’s north central loss’ 
revention manager. 
“Most importantly, these 
rograms help prevent 
rashes, reduce injuries and 
we lives.” 
The Hodder Lake to Bob 
!uinn project on Hwy 37 
ear Kitwanga saw the com- 
letion of extensive work at 
us intersection, including 
ioulder widening, vertical 
lignment improvements, 
ard surfacing and pavement 
mlcing and treatments. 
ICBC estimates the ex- 
ected savings in reduced 
laims costs to be at least 
35,000 in the year follow- 
ig that project’s comple- 
on. 
try spent about $7.9 mil- 
on and ICBC more than 
nprovements in 2005. 
The transportation min- . 
ERRACE ’ 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
EM Fo R D Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-880-463-1128 DL #5548 1 million in northern road 
? r 
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” LUCY. PRAUGHT unpacks one of the Brodie mountain bikes she’ll be selling once 
Sp~ort opens at the e 
I 
LUCY, PRAUGHT has been planning to 
,i open her own bike-shap since she was 
17 ye& old. Nine years later her plan is 
coming to fruition with the opening of a new 
bike store in T e r n e  later this month. 
Out Spoke’N Bike and Sport is slated to 
open Feb. 27 in the former E.B. Horsman 
building on Hwy 1 the ambu-> 
am location 
t so happened that E.B. 
Horsman moved to a new location in Janu- 
ary leaving the 2,700 square foot sto nt 
available for lease. 
“I used to walk past here and joke ‘this 
will be my bike shop,”’ says Praught; who 
along with her husband Ray, has been sav- 
ing up to open the store for several years. 
With so much space in the store, Praught 
says she plans to hold training seminars, 
workshops and clinics in house in addition 
,to selling bicycles, triathlon, fitness and yoga she said. , 
apparel and accessohes. 
“My ,vision is to help people attain their 
goals both on and of!.the bike,” she says, 
adding those goals could be to complete a 
triathlon or something more attainable like 
taking your first hike over Terrace Moun- 
tain. 
The store will also feature one of just six 
custom fit jigs in the province. The large 
piece of equipment measures a rider’s stance, 
inseam, shoulder width and takes other mea- 
surements to help determine the best fit of a 
bike. The measurements are then put into a 
computer system that‘gives the rider a print 
out of how his or her body should look on 
the bike and gives specific recommendations 
in, terms of the best components to put on 
the bike. 
“It’s something that helps you know for 
sure that the fit’s right, especially if you are 
spending a lot of money on a high end bike,” 
,, 
‘ -1 - -  .,- 
0 
0 
TIM FLEMING and Seb I 
.- . .. 
Q 
de& hydrolic wrecker 
they recently added to 
the ‘ Pronto Towing fleet. 
The company also re- 
cently acquired land. 
Towing 
service 
grows 
AFI’ER three a half years‘ of 
being in business the owners 
of Pronto Towing continue 
to expand the company. 
Purchased by Seb Hugon 
and Tim Fleming in 2002, 
the company recently ac- 
quired a 1985 Western Star 
truck with a Holmes 1801, 
45-tonne hydrolic horn - 
the only truck of its size and 
capability west of Prince 
George. 
I The Wood Enterprise Centre “Supporting Wood Products Manufacturing” 
Huaon show off the tan- I ’ a C I 
On page 7 of the Zellers circular dated 
Saturday, February 4th - Friday, 
February loth, 2006, we have 
incorrectly advertised, the following: 
A. T* YoP Pincord Jacket for $34.97 
B. Trhs You” Blue Jacket in 
Above Average Sizes for $34.97 
The correct prices are: 
A. $39.97; B. $44.97 
I 
we apologize for any 
inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
G h s a n  Open i Gitxsan Rbunion publique ’ 
c .  
I Main Table Meeting : de la table principde 
1 :OO to 3:OO pm ! de13ha15h , 
Tuesday, February 14th, 2006 : l e  mardi 14 fevrier 2006 
‘ L  
piox, B.C. : Centre communautaire de Kispiox, Kispiox . r  (C.-B.) 
/I 
r 
0 a 
--  
The Parties will provide an update on 
the progress of Agreement-in-Principle : d‘avancement des negociations de I‘entente 
(AiP) Negotiations. The public is invited 
to observe this open session. 
For more information, 
! 
: 
Les parties feron; le point sur I’ktat 
de’principe (EDP). Le public est invitC,a 
observer cette seance portes ouvertes. 
Pour de plus amples renseignements, 
’ 
!I . . please contact: : veuillez contacter : 
When you fly with Hawkair, the Northern 
Hospitality starb the moment you step 
on the plane. $0742 
Complimentary Newspapers & Magazines 
Complimentary Pillows 81 Blankets 
Free soft drinks & a variety of juices 
Bar service available 
* Snack service with your choice , 
TERRACE TOFROM 
VANCOUVER 
* 
PLUS 
of a sub sandwich or veggies 0 GST 
with cheese &crackers 
RESERVATIONS,. 
1-800-487-1216 
book online or contact , 
your travel agent 
*Seats are limited Subject to availabdity. 
New bookin s only Some restrictions apply. 
Not valid wkt any h e r  promotions 
. .  . .  . .  
Ii 
U 
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TO TH'EIR FINAL N H L  GAME O F  T H E  YEA. 
" 
< 
b Trip for 2 courtesy of ,&&* and two premium tickets to the year, Sunday, A p d  IS, 2 
GM Place to see Vanco,,.;ake on ithe Colorado Avalanche, plus odations at the Rose'dale 
'Enter To Wm - Ghnd Prize! 
- ,  
I m  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II'I  I I 
~ Diningset i I
I Name: Phone: I Anaheim Vancouver 
=- --.- 
. C I I I  E I I I I I I I'I I I I I I = = = 'I 
!I Mobility 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I  
Name: 
: Phone: 
i Anaheim 
0 
Va ncawer 'I 
. , 1 '  
' .  
Name: 
! ,  Phone:,,' 
1: .Anaheim ' , 'Wancower 
, .  
. .. 
Anaheim VasCcower 
p =  I I I I I I I I I I *'I.= E I I I E I I q I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I MI I 
r I I I S ' I   I I I I c I I = I I I I I I I 'I
I Oil & Filter Seryice Oil 8t Filter Service I 
hbricate locks, p"' atches and hinges 
I e fI$!oolant, brake and washer fluid 
Genuine Motor Oil &Genuine Oil Fiher 
I 0 Remove and ins 
1 0 Confirm lighk, horn and wipers function 
0 GenuineLMotor Oil & Genuine Oil Filter 
0 Remove and ins air fib element I 
I 0 Confirm lighk, horn and wipers function ', I i 0 lubricate loch, r aiches and hinges air filter element 
I 
and washer fluid levels 
I e Check tires and adiust Diessure are pressure are required 1 
I I 4912 Hwy. 16 Wed, T o ~ ~ ~ c o  I 4916 Hwy. 16 W d ,  T k  I 
1 6358588 lgoo31&66b8 -7l87 lgo0818-7l87 1 
I www.terraceautomall.com 1 wmn.terraceautomall.com I 
Name: 
c m I I I I m - I E I I I I p I , ! w ~  I 'I
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I  
I 
- I  
iII 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Fleming speaks before cutting the cerdmonial ribbon. Fleming is the last original G, KPMG Inc:T,u,,ee ,n 
,society boadmember still living in Terrace. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
ed under the Premier's Task Force on Homelessness, 
Mental Illness and Addictions. 
"We're so proud it's in the north," added Howard. 
The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 
which also provided a $220,000 capital , .  grant, was rep- 
resented by An& Robichaud; ' I* 
' ''lfobichaud Shid 'the"&?dition house gives women 
the opportunity to regain their strength and footing in 
A further $425,000 in contributions are being made 
by Ksan, the B.C. Real Estate-Foundation, the Van- 
couver Foundation and the Terrace and Skeena Rotary 
The building, close to the downtown, consolidated 
the old transition house and the society's administra- 
tion office, which had been separate. 
The new building is wheelchair accessible and in- 
cludes*eight-units for women and their children fleeing 
abusive relationships: a i\ 
Despite the opening last week, the society still has a 
sh list of items*it's in need of including furnishings 
r bedrooms and a living/dining room area. 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
,4650 Lazelle Avenue; Terrace 25083k7282 
Better Savings Certiicate 
,5=Year Term Deposits 
Available in RSP's and Non-Registered Terms 
Full or Partially redeemable after 90 days. 
I 
I 
a 
~ 
s 
' B  
I 5-Ye~r Rates 
I Without. the - . aP I I m . 
I 
- 
i 5-Year Lack-fn 
Pacific Northern Gas ' 
Skeena Sawmills 
Re/Max Scotiabank . 
Bandstra Transportation 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
K&nleyside Insurance Services 
Alcan 
A & W  ' 
A ua Clear Bottlers ~i bason's Source for spa* 
AlCWest Glass Terrace 
B 8, C Teaching Tools 
BackEdd Pub 
Baskets dlirnited 
Bert's Deli 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
Boston Pizza 
Canadian Tire , 
Central 'Flowers 
Chevron 1 
Coast Inn of the West 
coca Cola 
Coles the 6 a a k  People 
Copperside Foods 
Creative Zone 
, '  
Sears 
Gemmas 
Ima es b Karlene 
Irly krd Juilding Supplies 
M&MMeats 
Maria's Dressmaking 
Mark's Work Wearhouse 
Misty River Books 
Mis River Tackle and Hunting 
Mr.lG\ike's Paragon Insurance West Cwst.Gril1 Agencies 
Petland ' 8  I 
Pizza Hut -. L . .  
RB's ona Pet Buildin Emporium Centre 
Ruins Board !hop 
safeway . 
savbon-Foods 
Siaht dewal & Sound# kers 
I ' 
Curves Sh%pprs Drug Mart 
Sonny's Collectables Dairy Queen 
Dollar Store and Mora S dy Printers 
S G e s  Business Depot- Don Diego's Restaurant, 
Superior Propane Elan Travel 
Ev's Men's Wear 
Terrace Standard Interiors Fabricland Terrace 
Tim Hartons Flowers A La Carte 
Fountain Tire Totem Furniture & Appliances 
G & H Marketing 
CARD VALID FROM FEBRUARY 14 - FEBRUARY 28 0 
*Offer valid on the purchase total of eligible products dfter discounts and redemptio,ns and before taxes. Excludes Shoppers Home Health'Care locations, prescriptions, products that contain codeine, tobacco products, 
stamps, lottery tickets, event tickets, transit tickets and passes, electronic gift cards, Life Experiences packages and pre paid phone cards. We reserve the right to substitute an item of equivalent value, Offer valid 
Saturday, February 11 & Sunday, February 12,2006 only. G i f t  cards will only be accepted in store fmm Tuesday. February 14 to Tuesday. February 28,2006. 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG MART 
. .. . 
I, 
. .  
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Around Town 
Nisga’a teen heading to 
nation’s capital 
A GRADE 12 student from Nisga’a Elementary 
Secondary School is going to Parliament Hill. 
Greg Moore, 16, is one of 600 students chosen 
to participate in the Forum for Young Canadians 
2006 in March and April. 
Students selected for the forum take part in a 
number of exciting activities in the nations’s capi- 
tal, including sitting in the Commons y d  Senate 
chambers, talking to parliamentarians and senior 
public servants and visiting the Supreme Court of 
Canada. ’ 
Moore will leaves for Ottawa in early March, 
participating in the first of four sessions from 
March 4-1 1. , 
Local cadets help the 
visually impaired 
THIS SATURDAY, Feb. 1 1, the Teiace Air Cadet 
Corps will be raising money to benefit the Cana- 
dian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB). 
Duiing the “Tag Day” fundraiser, cadets will 
once again offer calendar cards in exchange for a 
donation to CNIB outside local businesses from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Terrace is one of several northern communities 
taking part in the fundraiser and monies raised will 
be used for a variety of rehabilitation services for 
more than 1,200 CNIB clients in the North. 
Look for the local cadets outside,of Save-On- 
Foods, the Skeena Mall, the B.C. Liquor Store, 
Wal-Mart, the Real Canadian Wholesale and Safe- 
, ,  way: 
Young musicians hit 
the right notes 
EVERY YEAR the Royal Conservatory of Music 
offers examination sessions for students studying 
both theoretical subjects and various instruments. 
The conservatory provides an examination sys- 
tem second to none, and these results demonstrate a 
national standard. E-ers from all over Canada 
are sent to communities to listen and evaluate each 
student on an individual basis. 
Theory exams are held in December, May and 
August. Practical exams are held in January and 
June. Marking is as follows: 60-69%- Pass, 70- 
79%- Honors, 80-8996- First class honors, 90- 
100%- First class honors with distinction. 
The Terrace Academy of Music is very pleased 
to congratulate the following students ‘on their 
achievements in the December 2005/January 2006 
exam sessions: 
Grade One Rudiments 
Miranda Leffler: First class honors with distinction 
Sarah Wahl: First class honors with distinction 
Della Orrey: First class honors 
Elizabeth Peters: Pass 
Grade Two Rudiments 
Andrea Geller: First class honors with distinction 
Annie Greenwood: Honors 
Grade Three Harmony 
Mary Warner: Honors 
Grade Four Harmony 
Katherine Punnett: Pass 
Grade One Piano 
Jenna Sabino: First class honors 
Grade Three Piano 
Julianne Lenuik: Honors 
Justin McKenzie: Honors 
Grade Five Piano 
Anna Geller: First class honors 
Twyla Schmidt: Honors 
Grade Six Piano 
Tamlyn Tabata: Honors 
Sarah Wahl: Honors 
Grade Seven Piano I! 
Ting ya Guizzo: First class honors 
Alyssa Thompson: First class honors 
Alexander Punnett: Honors 
Grade Eight Piano 
Sarah Barber: First class honors 
Grade Nine Piano 
Andrea Pedro: First class honors 
Grade One Violin 
Michael Bristol: First class honors 
Kaylee Anderson: Honors 
Grade Three Violin 
Laura Smith: Honors 
Grade Four Violin 
Brinn Powell: First class honors 
Elizabeth Greenwood: Honors 
Grade Six Violin 
Sandra Gagnon: Honors 
Kathryn English: Honors 
Grade Two Clarinet 
Courtney Bogart: First class honors 
Grade Eight Clarinet 
Briana Emery: Honors 
Touted flick on tonight 
THE TERMCE Not Paris film series presentation 
of David Cronenberg’s acclaimed A History of Vi- 
olence plays tonight at the Tillicum Twin Theatres 
at 7 p.m. Admission is $8. 
The movie garnered two Golden Globe nomina- 
tions - best drama picture and best actress (Maria 
Bello) in a drama. It has also been nominated for 
two Oscars. Actor William Hurt is up for best sup- 
porting actor and the movie is also nominated for 
best adapted screenplay. 
” Hearts for Ryan 
campaign back 
for second 0 year 
By DUSTINQUEZADA able the work the rescue 
IT’S A tradition Arlene teamis. 
Ridler would rather not have “If we can save one life, 
established. no matter what community 
She’d much rather have it’s in. it would be worth it,” 
her son, Ryan, still with her. Ridler said. 
“Terrace Search and But for Ridler, who em- 
barked last week on a month Rescue is underfunded but 
long resumption of the they’re very dedicated.” 
Hearts for Ryan campaign, While most of Ryan’s for- 
, raising money for the Ter- mer friends and classmates 
race Search and Rescue has have moved on to the senior 
proved therapeutic. secondary school ranks, his 
“It’s a way to grieve with mother-is back at it even 
something positive coming though the memories of her 
out of it,” Rider said. 
Last year, Rider em- 
barked on a campaign to 
raise money to buy an oxy- 
gen machine for the local 
search team, spending hours 
in the Skeena Mall soliciting 
donations. 
Her efforts were matched 
by Ryan’s fonner classmates 
at Skeena Junior Secondary 
School and together they 
raised $5,500. 
Ryan was 14 when he 
drowned in Lakelse Lake in 
June 2004 and the oxygen 
machine that would have 
been used at the time by the 
local search and rescue had 
been deployed to Stewart. W Trio triangle 
Thanks to the .money 
‘raised last year, the poten- dance team partner Jaime Nuyens. “The Trio” performed a dance routine dur- , 
Rianna Bulle,id, bottom left, %d Michelle Main, bottom right, help prop up son stir UP her emotions. I ina Skeena Junior Secondary’s Arts Fest Feb. 1. DUSTIN QUmDA PHOTO I tially life-saving - -  tool that is “It’s not a bad to - - . w  n:m-- --:A ur. -: ---- 
.r ------ r----------- 
Though Ridler doesn’t mi  a p@ose to keep go- 
have a clear goal in mind th is  @...Ryan Was a Special kid 
son’s attempted. rescue. Rider will visible at 
smaller I piece of equipment month. as she P& in 16 to 20 
or money for fuel ... I’ve told hours in between her work- 
W i n yo u r Va I en t i ne ’s year, out the she crew just that wants aided to in help her and specid I want in his’ to memory.” do something 
- . --.‘Whether it’s a wetsuit, a area‘ businesses during the heart. with: good -food 
NCkHING SAYS love like ” 
food and with Valentine’s 
Day coming up, it’s <the 
perfect occasion to put the 
two together. 
With that in mind, North- 
west Community College 
culinary arts instructor Ben 
Genaille has come up with 
‘some recipes. 
They follow Genaille’s 
philosophy that good food 
need not be complicated or 
intimidating and that there’s 
as much enjoyment in the 
preparation as there is in the 
eating. 
“You c& buy all that you 
need locally,” says Genaille: 
And although the follow- 
ing is meant as a guide for 
a complete meal, each one 
can be enjoyed on its own. 
Oysters Mornay 
6 oysters in their shell 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 finely chopped shallot 
2 tablespoons flour 
NWCC chef Ben Genaille, centre, shows some Valen- 
tine’s Day fare with students Gail Dodding of Hazelton 
and Caleb Gairdner of Kitimat. 
1/4 cup milk 
little grated 1 garlic clove, finely corner to comer to make a 
cheese chopped diamond shape, brush top 
of pastry with beaten egg, 2 ounces flour 
Shuck the oyster, strain 
the liquid into a saucepan 
and rinse the oysters to re- 
move any bits of shell. If 
you do not want to shuck the 
oyster, ask the person at the 
fish counter to do it for you. 
But take the shells home be- 
cause you will need them. 
Melt butter in another 
saucepan, add shallot, stir- 
ring for three minutes. 
Stir in flour and make a 
roux, stir over low heat for 
three more minutes. Add 
milk gradually, stirring un- 
til smooth, simmer for five 
minutes. 
Heat the oyster liquid in 
a saucepan to a simmer and 
poach oysters for 30 sec- 
onds. Take them out with a 
slotted spoon and put them 
back into their shells. Stir 
the poaching liquid into the 
milk sauce, add the cheese, 
season with salt and pepper. 
.Spoon a little sauce over 
each oyster, sprinkle with a 
little Parmesan and brown 
under broiler for a coude of 
4 cups beef or chicken 
half a cup of white wine 
1 bay leaf 
4 slices of stale baguette 
2 02. Gruyere cheese, 
stock 
finely grated 
Melt butter in saucepan, 
add onions, cook over low 
heat, stirring occasionally, 
for 25 minutes or until on- 
ions are deep golden brown 
and begin to caramelize. Add 
garlic and flour, stir continu- 
ously for a couple minutes, 
add stock and the wine, bay 
leaf and salt and pepper to 
taste. 
Cover and simmer for 25 
minutes. Remove bay leaf, 
check seasoning. Toast ba- 
guette slice, ladle soup into 
warm bowls, top with toast- 
ed baguette top with cheese 
and broil in oven till cheese 
browns. Serve immediately. 
Sahon Wellington 
4 x 4 sheet of puff pastry 
2 602. salmon fillets 
and place into 375 degree 
oven for approx. 15 minutes 
until golden brown. Cool 
then slice in half ’ horizon- 
tally and set aside., Season 
salmon with salt and pepper, 
place on baking sheet, grate 
lemon over salmon just to 
lightly cover, squeeze half 
the lemon over filets and 
bake for 15 to 18 minutes in 
350 degree oven. Serve me- 
dium. Place bottom of puff 
pastry triangle on plate, then 
cooked salmon fillet, puff 
pastry top. Serve with mixed 
greens. 
Saute fresh Pineapple 
with Vanilla Ice Cream 
114 fresh pineapple 
2 tablespoon butter 
8 oz. vanilla ice cream 
If you like pineapple be- 
fore, you’re going to love 
it this way, says Genaille, 
because of the flavour that 
will be released. Heat saute 
(peeled and cubed) 
minutes. 1 lemon pan, melt butter, add pine- 
apples and saute for 3 or 4 
Onion Soup 1 egg (beaten) minutes on each side. Scoop 
2 tablespoons butter ice cream in bowl, add warm 
half a pound of onions Cut puff pastry from pineappleandserve. 
salt and pepper 
Symphony president Bonnie Juniper with artist 
John Roders and his art that was chosen as the 
TSO’s logo. ’ * DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Orchestra h 
tangible identity 
to call .its’own 
BEYOND lTS sound’ and 32 members, 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra has an id 
inprint. , 
The president of the 
the Northwest says the group came to the rea~izatioli it 
needed a logo last year. 
‘We fed we need something to identify with in cor- 
respondence - letterheads, ads,” Bonnie Juniper said. 
“It’s something we can identify with.? 
Juniper received about a dozen submissions after a 
two month period in late 2005 and ended up choosing 
a creation by local artist John Roders. 
Roders’s chosen piece features the lower case let- 
ters t - s - ~ .  The t and the o look like painted strokes, 
while the slanted s is the likeness of the cut in a \ ‘  vio- 
lin. 
“I like its energy, it has motion,” Juniper said. “It’s 
like what music has to do - it carries you forward.” 
And forward is exactly where Juniper is looking for 
the orchestra that was incorporated in 1996. 
“I figure we’ll be around for another 10 years,” 
added Juniper. 
A smaller cousin of the Toronto Symphony Orches- 
tra, Juniper calls the local group “the other TSO.” 
The “other TSO” is Unique in that it is non-audi- 
“Come and play - especially if you’re a strhg 
player,” Juniper chuckled. “And it’s a l l  ages, which 
we like.” 
tioned, says Juniper. ! I 
. . r  . . - . . , -  . ' I .  
Joh ' M a d s  
At The 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country.CIut 
February 10, 11,14,17 8~ 1'8 
1 Tickets $34 each fiom 
CUnigIobe Courtesy,,Travel 
' 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
.-. 
- ' COMMUNITYEVENTS (use side door). Fre8 and all welcome. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 
The Terrace Public Library offers Valentine's The Church of Latter Day Saints sponsors an 
card making for 5- to 10-year-olds from 1-2 p.m. emergency preparedness evening Thursday, Feb. 
9 at 7 p.m. at 1744 Kenworth Ave. Terrace fire 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 . chief and emergency coordinator Peter Weeber 
UNBC Terrace's Northwest winter speaker series will be the guest speaker. Find out what you can 
resumes Feb. 10 with Dr. Margaret Anderson and do to be prepared and what the corrimunity is 
"Integrated Learning Rescurces for Sm'algyax: prepared to do. Everyone welcome. 
Talking Dictionary, Texts, Framma and Learning 
Tools." Further presentations:'' March 4 with. Terrace Public Library's annual general, meet-ing . 
Trudy Mothus' and "The 'AdoleZGint Heroune): wiil be held Thursday,Teb. 16 atJp.m. in the Willy, 
Teconstructing dults as Antiheroes." March Schneider meeting room. Questioss?. Call Ed at 
23 Deanna Nyce: TBA presents on Aboriginal the library 638-8177. 
Education. All talks start at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace UNBC campus, 4741 Park Ave. Free and Kemode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
all welcome. at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
SUNDAY, FEB. 12 from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. This program is open to 
The Terrace Kin and Kinsmen Club of Terrace youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
hosts a Seniors Sweetheart Dinner & Dance at the tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
Elks Hall, Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Doors open used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
at 4:30 p.m. with dinner at 5:30 p.m. No charge For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
-must have a ticket. Available at Safeway or Save Kormode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
On Foods service desks. For further info or if you 
need a ride, call Denise at 635-7959. The Northern Health Authority presents the 
parent and child Mother Goose Program on 
FEB. 14 & 21 Thursdays from Jan.'12 to March 2, 2006 from 
The George Little House hosts two Tuesday 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the health unit. Simple 
afternoon teas in February, both from 2-4 p.m. rhymes and action songs to delight your baby 
On Feb. 14, it's a Valentine's Day tea and on Feb. (newborn to 18 months) and help develop 
21 it's a Heritage-themed tea. Call 638-8887 for language and communication. No charge. Come 
YOU'RE ALREADY STARTING TO 
UNDERSTAND COLITIS. 
Help us understand how to Seod your tax deductible 
cure it. All of your donation gift to: B.C, CHILD Founda- 
goes,to medical tion, Suite 1150- 
research. For mofe 
information, call 
(6041 736-0645. i I ~ W I ~ I I O Y  mw. CHIII**W VOM B.C.,VGE 4A2. 
I W K S T I Y I L  Y L l Y P i  D1$01II:a$ 
CSX\SISP bc nt&t;tten thto~3allniifd Why, Rqitlereu chsnry ilN@31 &$$I ItWt 
carrier can deliver your paper. 
enquiries and reservations. as often as you can. To register, call ihe North 
West Healthunit 638-2200. - 
FRIDAY, FEB. 24 
The Herttage Park Museum hosts the annual 
Maple Syrup Sugar Shack Festival. Organized 
by the Terrace chapter of Canadian Parents for 
French, it's an afternoon of fun for the entire 
family featuring french entertainment and music, 
a barbecue, games, prizes and maple syrup on 
a stick. Feb. 24 from 3-7 p.m. on the museum 
grounds. , 
- - - - - - - - _ _  - - 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month from 
8-1 1 a.m. The centre's general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre (4542 
Park Avenue) hosts a Friday noon discussion 
group winter series. Feb. 10 "The Great Illness," 
a short Video Femmes production, explores 
epilepsy, the psyche, suffering and cure. Every 
Friday drop-in dicussion: Gender Lens on local 
issues. For info, call 638-0228. 
The University of Victoria, Centre on Aging, in 
partnership with Northern Health is offering its 
first winter six-week course at Mills Memorial 
Hospital's education room. The free course is 
available Friday mornings from 9:30 a.m. to 12 
noon from Jan. 20 to Feb. 24. The course is lead 
by certified and trained volunteers. Registration 
is limited. For info on the Chronic Disease Self- 
Management Program, call the Centre on Aging 
office toll free at 1-866-902-3767. 
FEBRUARY AND MARCH 
The Terrace Legion Branch 13 is staging a four- 
night karaoke contest (Feb. 17, March 3, 17, 24) 
with registrations at 7:30 p.m. and competitions 
beginning at 8 p.m. each evening. Cash prizes 
for 1st 2nd and 3rd are on the line and will be 
awarded March 24. The best three aut of four 
nightts will be used for judging so every night 
is important. All members and bona fide guests 
welcome to come out and watch or perform. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Camryn Jade Costain Mason Rueben James Ahlstrom 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birlh: 
Jan. 15, 2006 at 12: 18 a.m. Jan. 20,2006 at 1057 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 155 oz. Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 oz. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parento: Rebecca & Bob Parents: Jennifer & Nathan 
" k b y  si- for Coarrhrey, 
Baby's Name: MdtImw a Cob" 
Shanika Spence ' 
Baby's Name: Date & Time of Birth: 
Paris Mikaela Ashley Watts Jan. 24,2006 at 9:33 p.m. 
Date & time of Birth: Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 02. 
Jan. 19,2006 at 2:41 a.m. Sex: Female 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 1 1  oz. Parents: Trishanne & Kelly 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Roberta & Brian Baby's Name: 
"Baby sister !k Isaiah, Justin Norman Wright 
Elisha, Brilleny, lessku & Date & Time of Birth: 
RoVen" Jan. 24,2006 at 1 158 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 02. 
Baby's Name: Sex: Male 
Cassidy Lynn Struthers Parent: Roxanne 
"Baby brother for Isaac 'Date &Time of Birth: 
Jan. 20,2006 at 7:30 p.m. & Zackarf 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 0 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Lori & Darryl 
Check aut our site or cal 6384283 for advertising information 
, 
PSAS 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for pottery lessons at the new 
community pottery studio. For info, call Linda at 
Terrace Public Library wants your attention if 
you're a homeschoolerl The library is staging a 
Homeschool Science Fair. Register now for this 
exciting 4-week session. Tuesdays from 1-2 p.m. 
Session bagins on Feb. 7 and runs each week until 
Feb. 28. These programs are FREE but please 
register at the Terrace Public Library in person or 
by phoning 638-81 77. 
635-1 767. Skeena Family Resources presents free programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at, 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, co-ed kniting 
circle every Thursday from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre! 
Terrace Churches' Food Bank will distribute 
food over four days at the rear of 4647 Lazelle 
Ave. from 1-3 p.m. starting on Monday, Feb. 13 for 
surnames A to H; Tuesday, Feb. 14 for surnames 
1 to R; Wednesday, Feb. 15 for surnamos S to Z; 
and Thursday, Feb. 16 for anyone missed. The 
above order will be enforced, so please come on 
the right day and bring identification for yourself 
and your dependents., 
Sat. Feb. 4 
Bernard Primeau Montreal Jazz Ensemble 
J.azz standards and contemporary jazz. ,, 
Sat. Feb. 18 
Gregory Hoskins 
BiuesYsinger/songwriter. I 
"Hoskins takes himself seriously. ..but given an excellent 
voice and songwriting brilliance, his ego may be justified." 
Soup Kiichen, operating every Monday from 
12-1 :30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
Cafenara is bringing back by popular demand its 
acoustic jams every second Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Upcoming dates are: Feb. 21, March 7 & 21, April 
4 &18, May 2 & 16. 
\ 
Friday/Saturday February 24,s I 
Elementary Band Retreat 
New musicians are invited to participate in 
band clinics and attend and give concerts. The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
meets the first Thursday of every month at city hall 
at 7 p.m. New members are always welcome. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
at the firehall conference room. Next meeting 
scheduled'for Jan. 25. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-6911 
for information. 
Sunday February 26 
Tri Band Telethon 
Listen to new musicians and support the students 
as they raise money for their annual band trip. 
The terrace branch of the B.C. Schizophrenia 
Society sponsors a series of educational 
presentations on brain disorders. Feb. 15: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who is hallucinating; March 15: Understanding and 
communicating with someone with mania: April 12: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who has delusions. All presentations at 7:30 p.m. 
at the health unit auditorium at 3412 Kalum Street 
I 
The Northwest MBtis Association meets on the 
third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. www.temuxmnctrodety.org Available at: 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
... 
the ~ o h n  E V ~ S  rink of JOG, 
Gord Olsen, Kim Evans, and 
Kelly Nunn. The “B” event 
went to Andy Hoffman, Les 
Sinnott, Steve Dinnedge and 
Dino Diane, the junior rink 
of Jordan Johnson, Doug 
Swank, Kiran Griffiths &d 
Scott Rosentreter took “C” 
event, while Warren Co- 
peland, Chad Sallenbach, 
Shane DeJong and Marga- 
ret Copeland won the “ D  
event. 
Thanks go to the North- 
west College Culinary A r t s ,  
Legion Ladies Auxiliary for 
the super Saturday evening 
meal, the Terrace pipes and 
drums, and all the merchants 
who donated door prizes. 
Thanks to the Branch 
colour guard and the sports 
chairperson ’ Joyce Bradley, 
co-chair John Kennedy and 
the whole conunittee. Well 
done. 
In the zone darts play 
downs held in Kitimat, the 
Smithers Branch ran away 
with all the honours. Brian 
Robinson won the singles, 
Lloyd Dundas and partner 
Kevin Murray the doubles, 
and Dundas, Murray, Rob- 
inson and Gibson took team 
honours; they now travel 
south for the provincials in 
early April, where Dundas 
and Murray will defend their 
provincial doubles champi- 
onship from last year. Good 
luck to all. 
In the world of Branch 
entertainment, our Saturday 
jam sessions are going well, 
as are the meat draws. We 
hope to hold some special 
events in the near future so 
keep your eyes on the notice 
boards. There is a karaoke 
contest that will get under 
way on Friday, Feb. 17 and 
continue on March 3 and 17, * 
with the finds on March 3 1. 
Our last couple of general 
meetings have been a little 
better attended - let’s keep 
it up and hope to see even 
more out next Tuesday, Feb. 
14 at 8 p.m. 
The next veteran’s dinner 
will be held on Wednesday, 
Feb. 15, so let’s see all our 
’ 
‘’ 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13,2006 - 7PM 
at the CANCER RESOURCE CENTRE 
“207-4650 IAZELLE AVE. 
’ 
For more info., cell Helen Owen 
638-7207 or email: howen8bc.cancer.ca 
We can also sign up your team online at 
wwwv.cancer.ca 
I Centennial Christian 
is now accepting registmti 
2006-2007 school year 
Kindemarten - G ’ h d e  12 
Ofsering you and your family 
quality Christian Education 
Check out our Kindergarten Open House! 
Tuesday, Feb. 21 fiom 1:00 to 2:30 
_- -________________-_- -  
I _-__--_____________-_--  
Contact Inibmation/ Inquiric 
3 6 0 8  Sparks S t .  , T e r r a c e ,  B.C.V8( 
Ph: 2 5 0 - 6 3 5 - 6 1 7 3  . 
Fax: 2 5 0 - 6 3 5 - 9 3 8 5  
Email: :  ccs@telus  .net  
Website:www.centennialchrist 
“Train a child in the way he should go and 
I 
Join over 3000 community volunteers and Safeway 
employees a s  they raise funds for important charities in 
I 
I I 
- -_ your neighbourhood. 
Donate $3.00 to charity on We Care Day ,this , 
Saturday, February 11 th and you’ll receive a ’  
FREE coupon book filled with over $100.00 in 
Safeway Savings!! 
I 
Ingredi,ents for life.m 
B4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 8,2006 I 
i 
’ROBaBROWN 
xperience hath taught them at New Plym 
uth that in April there is a 
herring that comes up 
rooks to spawn, andLwh 
not ,knee deep they will presse up through you 
b‘ands beat at them with cudgels, ant 
in SUC is incredible.” 
,430 wrote a Puritan in his diary of 1663. ”ht 
small  fish he described was Alosa pseudoharengus 
later christened the alewife by one of the diarist’! 
contempqraries. 
Why alewife? yob ask. We can speculate that tht 
man responsible for the appellation was brought hi! 
brew in -a tavern attended by corpulent waitresse! 
whose fusiform figures reminded him of the corn. 
pressed, football shaped, herring-like fis 
crowded into the rivers near his village. ?, 
In those days, centuries before the neo 
of political correctness would insist that we cal 
wiitresses servers, they were known as yewives 
The name had resonance. It stuck. 
ousin to herring, shad and tarpon, the alewife 
smooth or cycloid scales and an affinity for the 
sea, whereit feeds on small planktonic animals. 
which explains why a 35-centimetre alewife is a 
whopper. 
Unlike herring and tarpon, but like shad, the 
alewife spawns in fresh water and will find it quite 
agreeable given the chance. The most dramatic 
demonstration of its freshwater adaptability oc- 
.curred in the y ng the construction of 
the Welland Canal. 
Swimming under the first Maritime tra& 
take advantage of the new Niagara Falls bypass 
were alewives. Once upstream of the locks, the ale- 
wives colonized the Great Lakes. 
Since the Great Lakes’ formerly great lake trout 
populations were all but wiped out due to over- 
fishing and invasion of the exotic sea lamprey, the 
gregarious little alewife population grew ”extnva- 
Runaway alewife populations sent fisheries per- 
sonnel on a job search for a predator. This led to 
the introduction of Pacific Salmon species into the 
lakes, creating a community that remains extremely 
popular with sports fishers. I 
Exotics are toxic, and alewives have been im- 
plicated in the decline of many native Great Lakes 
species through competition and predation. 
New Brunswick shares the St. Croix River with 
Maipe. Alewives are native to the river and the Ca- 
nadians like them because they are prey for had- 
dock, cod and Atlantic salmon. ’ 
The Yanks don’t share this fondness since the 
alewife preys upon the fry of smallmouth bass - or 
so the American sportsmen, who make a living 
fishing smallmouths, claim. 
The St. Croix smallmouth bass were introduced 
to the river by the Americans. In the 80s the exotic 
bass population plummeted at the same time that 
the alewife population increased. 
Using haywire lay science unfettered by clear 
facts and method, the American sportsmen con- 
cluded the alewife was the source of their discon- 
tent and lobbied their state legislators. 
Fisheries scientists on both sides of,the border 
hastened to assert that there was not a shred of solid 
evidence to support the position of the American 
sportfishermen. 
One scientist pointed out that the worst thing an 
alewife could give a predatory bass a bad case of 
indigestion. Other scientists pointed out that a host 
of other factors; including low water levels during 
the years of bass decline, were plausible culprits. 
Deaf to reason and science and sensitive to job 
loss in a state where rural jobs aren’t all that easy 
to come by - and ever preoccupied with re-election 
- the Maine legislature passed a law directing the 
water authorities to shut the fish ways that bypass 
the dams on the US section of the St. Croix, thereby 
effectively blocking the river and making it impos- 
sible for the alewives to spawn. 
In 1995 the law went into force. In that time the 
number of alewives in the St. Croix fell from an 
&mated 2.6 million to a miserable 900. 
To stave off the extinction of the St. Croix run, 
Canadians, with the assistance of American con- 
servationists, especially those concerned with the 
kelfare of the once abundant Atlantic salmon, are 
:apturing alewives then transporting them upstream 
by truck. 
Unfortunately the small fish don’t travel well 
with the result that they can only be taken in small 
numbers. \ 
At this point it looks bad for the alewives of the 
3t. Croix. 
When they are gone the food chain will shrivel, 
he exotic bass will succumb to the real source of 
heir decline and we will be left with yet another 
autionary tale of stupidity, cupidity an electoral 
vct - rn  mntqminnted with wqal <elf intereqt. 
. “ ,  -. 
gantly. 
‘ 
THESE_LPVEcY long-time kdy curlers presented Vesta Douglas, seated front left, with flowers as part of the celebration of the 50th Valen- 
tine’s Bonspiel that starts this weekend. Posing”with Douglas at Terraceview Lodge,band scheduled to participate in the bonspiel’s opening 
ceremony are, from left, Lyn Apolczer, Rose Thomas, Norah Jacques, Marie Beckley, and Jan MacMillan, seated right. 5 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
The social event of the season 
Over 40 rinks expected for weekend of fellowship at 50th Valentine’s Bonspiel 
I By MARGARET SPEIRS “They’re for everybody, no ex- says fellowships are the biggest at- 
CURLERS are gathering and ceptions.”_. _ ,  . ~ , .,,,tractign to ,curling. . 
technicians are readying ’ the ice . Although. Doug ever curled ! curling k-such a social sport,”‘ 
for the 50th Valentines’ Bonspiel, here,‘ she never missed a club meet‘-?q-e%ays. 
which organizers promise will be a ing and attended all the games and “The people you meet especially 
grand celebration of the first bonspiel bonspiels for as many years as she in other clubs are lifelong friends.” 
played in Terrace. could. What draws such sociable people 
And those involved can’t wait She continues to watch curling on to the sport? 
to meet with their long-time friends the TV in her room at the Terracev- “I think for one thing there’s alot 
and on-ice opponents from all over iew Lodge. of courtesy involved. It’s called a 
the region. “Curling is a hobby and I’m in- ‘gentlemen’s sport’, protocol and 
Vesta Douglas, one of the found- terested in every player,” she says. 
ers of the Terrace Curling Club, Jan MacKinnon, 91, says that, 
‘* r..C’nW 
remembers the beginning of the or- back in 1956, only eight local wom- 
ganization. en curled. team take the A-event,” 
“I’d love to see a junior 
- Cindy Brown Douglas arrived here from Ontar- Eighteen rinks competed at the io in 1950 with her husband Doug, first Valentine’s Bonspiel that same 
and during a sighseeing tour with year. 
the late Ben Dodds, asked to see the The Valentine’s bonspiel has re- 
one thing she was surprised to learn mained relatively the same over the 
didn’t exist here. years, she says. 
“He said ‘what would you like to Decorations always included cu- 
see and Doug said he’d like to see pids and hearts. 
curling. I said I’d like to see the kids A former c!ub president, MacK- 
skating,” she says. iMon says she also enjoys the fel- 
She was “shocked” when Dodds lowship of the sport. 
replied that the town didn’t have an “[Curling] is a very ~ sociable 
arena and she decided to start a curl- thing. I know people from all over 
ing club. the province,” she says. tion. 
She’s a lifelong fan of the sport, Cindy Brown, this year‘s bon- 
which she loves for the fellowship spiel chairperson, says everyone 
and the independence that the rules looks forward to it. 
give curlers. “It’s the iUUlUa1 event. 1 think all 
“You’re dependent upon yourself the ladies in league curling always 
and nobody else,’’ she says of the curl,” she says. 
rules. Brown, who’s curled for 18 years, 
fair play are huge. YOU don’t find 
any fights like you do in hockey and 
you don’t boo or hiss; you shake 
hands when you go on and say 
‘good game’ when you come off,” 
shesays. 
She says everyone looks forward 
to the entertainment planned by the 
host rink and this year is no excep- 
m e  50th “s~ectacu1ar” will fea- 
ture favountes from yesteryear star- 
ring some of the older ladies. ‘ 
n e  “gala” banquet will be held 
off-site this year for the first time, 
as a large crowd of close to 200 is 
expected. 
Brown promises more prizes 
and ladies who no longer curl but 
are still members of the club, Brown 
says. 
The opening ceremony returns 
this year after a short absence and 
a piper will lead the teams onto the 
ice. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, current club 
president Lynn Gascon and four 
long-time lady curlers will take 
Part. 
Jan MacKinnon will hold the 
broom while Norah Jacques throws 
the first rock, and Rose Thomas and 
Marie Beckley sweep it down the 
ice. 
At least one junior team has reg- 
istered and Brown is eager to see this 
local rink, skipped by Jody Kucha- 
ryshen, play. 
“These are avid junior curlers 
who want to become competitive,” 
she says. 
“I’d love to see a junior team take 
the A-event.” 
Brown hopes the bonspiel will 
rekindle interest in the sport as at- 
tendance has dropped off. 
“I hope this will rekindle the 
excitement around going to out-of- 
town bonspiels and having fun.” she 
says. 
Terrace star briahtest of all 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
WADE FLAHERTY’S dream season in 
the American Hockey League keeps getting 
better. 
I The Terrace-born goaltender was the star 
of the AHL All-star festivities to the delight 
of the Lome crowd in Winnipeg last week. 
Flaherty won the top goaltender award 
in the skills competition and topped that 
the next night being named co-MVP of the 
shopcase game Feb. 1. 
“To get the top goaltender (in the skills 
:ompetition) and the co-MVP in front of the 
home crowd was awesome,” Flaherty said. 
‘I was a little surprised and happy obviously 
but it doesn’t get any better than that.” 
The 38-year-old said he was feeling 
nerves because he didn’t know what to ex- 
pect on both nights. 
“It’s pretty nerve wracking,” Flaherty 
iaid. “It’s the unknown and you don’t have a 
ot of control over it.” 
Added to the nerves of facing the league’s 
op shooters in a display geared for offence, 
Raherty also had the pressure of performing 
n front of the fans that have come to expect 
U 
gives you chills down the spine.” 
In the skills competition Jan. 3 1. Flaherty 
started slow, allowing three goals on 10 shots 
in the rapid fire event: however, he shut the 
door from there. 
The 17-year pro stopped all three shots 
in the pass and score drill. then blanked six 
shooters in the breakaway relay. 
Flaherty said due to the nature of the 
event, the game day was not typical, with 
a luncheon and many media requests, leav- 
ing little or no time for stretching and stick 
maintenance. 
That didn’t seem to bother the Team Can- 
ada starter, who stopped 12 of the 13 shots 
he faced in his period of work before a sell- 
out crowd of 15,015. 
Flaherty helped stake the home team to a 
2-1 lead they would not relinquish. winning 
9-4 over PlanetUSA. 
Flaherty says the Manitoba,\Moose or- 
ganization put on a great show but now it‘s 
time to get back to the playoff 4 y e .  
“It’s back to the real hockey pow.” Fla- 
herty added. 
Entering last weekend‘s play, the Moose 
/ I  
lis puckstopping heroics. 
Every time his name was announced, the 
Winnipeg crowd roared. Flaherty said. ”It 
were second in the North DiGision standings. 
The team is pinning its hopes on its starting 
goalie continuing his dream season. 
VADE Flaherty made the most of his one period of 
action in the AHL All-star game Feb. 1. He stopped 12 
of the 13 shots he faced and was named the game’s 
CO-MVP. JONATHAN KOZUB PHOTO 
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ACTION AD RATES 
63817283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P A .  
DIrpImy, Word ClmuHIod rd ChuHIod Dirplmy 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday'or Monday, the deadline is 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
c All ) )  classified and classified display ads by 
efther cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & WeekenQBQuedlmr 
3 weeka (Slandard d Advarliser] $27.82*(tc.i.w~sn 
'Additional words 
$14.56 per column inch 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excludlng obltuarlsa ................. co lh  
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING (sio.oo)+ ................................... col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................. $16.38 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee ot 
$4.86 per issue, plus GST (510.40 per week). 
Thursdav at 4 0.m. for all -lev and classified ad e 
1 w& (Standard d Advertiser) $15.00'(m .e5 GST) 
ver 201 25e PFR WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED Disp@LAy ADS CONFIDENTIAL Box SERVicg 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend'Advertiser. 
MURDERED OR MISSING 
If you have any information regarding anything odd 
or unussal happening, or someone acting strangely in 
relation to any of the 7 murdered or missing women 
along the Highway 16 and HAVE NOT already done 
so, please call the RCMP or Crime Stoppers today! 
If you are too intimidated to call, or want to remain 
anonymous to the authorities, please call or email Ray, 
in confidence, at Valley Pacific Investigations Ltd. 
vpi@telusmail.net 604-83 1-5585 vpi@telusmail.net 
'Wes and Karen 
Parker 
are pleased to 
announce 
the engagement 
of their daughter 
ERIN to H( 
Son of Lawrence and Francis Stokes 
Wedding to take place in Las Vegas 
MARCH 4,2006 
Reception to follow, July 2006. 
Wes and Karen are very proud to welcome 
Hud to the farni/y r6 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1x7 
hnsad S a k e  Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
c s m w o n  24 hour pager 
Classifieatipns! 
R E U  €SUR 500-5 W 
506 AcrsogoS/Loh 
SI 2 Cobins/Cotbgm 
518 c0mmacl~i B U . ~ ~ ~ ~ S  
524 Commacia1 P r o p *  
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548 For Sob or Renl 
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572 Modubr Homes 
578 opa Houn 
584 oUl o~ 
590 RV sites 
596 T a m h o u n s  
AUTOMOrryE750799 
756 Concpies 
762 8 Con lorrics 
774 Porh 
786 Trucks 
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NONC€S/l€NDERS 800.849 
780 sw', 6 4x4's 
e15 +I ~ a t i ~  
484 Twmhourss e30 lada- 
488 Wonhd TO R ~ I  KRVKES 300-399 
302 Accwnling A92 Womlloumi 
MERQUNO(JE IH)-249 
155 Antiques 
160 nppl,oncss 
1658VhLCmh 
I eo h p l b n  
I 7 0  Audions 
175 Building Mobriob 
185 Cmsignnwnh 
I 9 0  Firearms 
195 Firslrood 
200 Froa Giva A- 
205 Furnilvia 
2156Fda Equipmmt 
220 M i u o f h s  
225 Music 
230 Spodng toads 
240 Tmda Or Swop 
2106mgm S o h  
23s rmlr 
LwuorMEHTz5029?~ 
254 Buunas  Opportunlhas 
258 Coroan 
262 Daycant 
266 Educolion 
270 bl Wonlad 
274 Pmksri-l 
278 Shilled Tmdsr 
282 rumring 
286Volunksn ' 
2 9 0  worh Wonhd 
648 Tmibrs 
I N w s R r ~ w  
660 Equipmen1 
690 Mining 
RE- 7W-749 
705 Airrmh 
710 AN'S 
715 tboh/Morina 
720 Hwrssboah 
725 Motorc+ 
730 RV'r 
735 Rsnbls 
740 Snowmobiler 
765 Troda/Swop 
2% axpbr 
- 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to dasslfy ads under appropnate headings and to set rates therelore and to determine page location. 
TheTerrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on $e basis ot children. marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:"ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or rejec! any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, end to repay-the customer the sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on 'Hot6 instructions not picked up within 10 days ot expiry 01 an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send onginal documents to avoid loss. 
All dairns 01 errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability 01 the Terrace Standard in the event 01 lailure to publish an adverlisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect insertion lor the portion 01 the advertisiog space occupied by the incorrect of 
Dmilled item only, and that there shall be no Iiabdity in any event greater than the amount paid lor such advertising. 
,, Name Address 
Phone -Start Date--# of Insertions T e r r a c e  Standard #-Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date- 
U VISA U MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINTYOUR AD 6ELOW - ONE WORD PER,SPACE 
For longar ad. please use a sepalale sheel 
Cllp & Mall This Form To: Phone, Fax Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C.VBG 5 ~ 2  E D  638-7283 638-8432 
Lawrence and granddaughter Leahna, sisters Pat 
(Lorne) Matteucci, Lois (Wes) Erickson, Ruth (Wc) 
Supach and numerous nieces & nephews. 
One of his favorite past times was hunting 
with his buddies, rebuilding his restored old 
In lieu of flowers, donations would be 
appreciated to St. Pauls Kidney Foundation 
or Diabetic Association. 
cars, and spending time with his family. 
I 
Rita was born in Bishop Falls, Newfoundland 
April 16, 1919. 
Rita Burkett, long time resident of Terrace passec 
away at Terraceview Lodge on January 28, 200t 
at the age of 86. 
She is  survived by seven children: Lornc 
(Veronica) - Prince George, Stanley (Rose) - Topley 
Shirley Bowman (Wesley), John - Terrace, Graham 
(Bonnie) - Terrace, Edward (Deborrah) -Terrace anc 
Violet McGinnis (Bryce) - Topley. 
Predeceased by Lorne Sr. (1966), her loving 
husband of 24 years, son Thomas Burkett (1991) 
grandsons Graham Jr. [ 1975) and Barry McGinni! 
(1981). 
Rita will be sadly missed and fondly rememberec 
b her loving family, Grandchildren, Greatgrand 
friends. 
Thanks to the sfaff of Terraceview lodge and Dr 
Brown for all their support and kindness during thi: 
difficult time. 
c l- ildren and Great, great-grandchildren, and man) 
North West BC Subaru / Mazda 
dealer has immediate ,openings 
for a Licensed Automotive 
lechnician 8, a Sales Perm. 
You en'oy the outdoors including 
biking and more. Terrace offers a 
safe, affordable, environment to 
en'oy a more relaxed lifestyle. We 
D d era  competitive compensation 
package including benefits for 
the successful applicants. To 
discuss the opportunity, call now. 
1-800-559-7288, email your 
resume attention Brent Ddong to: 
bdeiong@thornhillmotors.com or 
worldc I ass fishing, snowmobiling, 
hX to 250635.3075. 
ALLNORTH 
CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
Allnorth Consultants limited is an established and 
rapidly growing consulting engineering \firm providing 
professional engineering services throughout Western 
Canadp. We have offices in Prince George, Vancouver, 
Nanaimo, Smithers, Terrace, and Grande Prairie. 
We currently have an opening for the following position in 
our Smithers office: 
pplicant will have 
experience with structural and civil drafting including 
surface modeling. A thorough understanding of 
AutoCAD and general drafting practices is required. 
This position offers the opportunity to grow 'in a positive 
environment utilizing the latest techniques, equipment and 
software. The positions available are considered to be 
immediate, full time, and long term pending"work1oad. 
Our Salary/Campensation packages are considered to 
be industry leading. Our commitment to our personnel is 
to ensure that we are, involved with challenging projects 
of an expanding scope (which provides opportunity for 
advancement. 
Please email your resume in confidence before February 
10,2006 to Carl Hovey at &ovey@allnorfh.com or fax to 
(250) 847-8945. Only candidates requested for personal 
interviews will be contacted. 
Drafbperson The successf 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Black Press South, a division of the Black Press Group with 27 divisions throughout 
the South Central Interior of British Columbia, requires an experienced, highly 
motivated, skilled senior executive for the positim of Vice President. 
Reporting to the President, the successful candidate will work directly with a group of 
publishers, assisting them with their day-to-day operations. You will also play a key 
role in the structure and development of Black Press South, being involved in areas 
such as paper growth, budgeting, press operations and labor relations. The successful 
candidate will have a minimum 10 years experience in the newspaper industry with 
proven business skills, strong people skills, have a passion for their work, be self 
motivated, prepared to do extensive travelling and looking to advance their career in 
the future. Salary negotiable based on experience. 
Interested parties should send a complete resume with references to: 
Don Moores, President Black Press, South Division 
1365B Dalhousie Drive 
V2C 5P6 
11 
11 
i Kamloops, B.C. 
All resumes will be strictly confidential. Closing date for applications is Feb 28/06. 
/ 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Febiuary 8,2006 
Kemess Mine Employment 
Opportunities: (1) Blaster 
(1) Electrician 
(1) Mill Maintenance Foreman 
(1) Mill operations Foreman 
(1) Assayer 
Kemess Mine is a large open 
pit mine, located in north-cen- 
tral British Columbia. 
For a complete list of job qualifi- 
WE ARE looking for a hard 
working class One driver to do 
Super Train flatdeck work with- 
in BC &Alberta. Above average 
wage, tarping extra, benefits. 
Specified units. Home most 
weekends. 1-800-760-1420 
7am-5pm. Mon-Fri. After hours 
call 1-250-682-031 1. 
CLASS 1 DRIVERS - 
H 6 R Tmnspoporl mqulms 
Single and team drivers 
Lease career program 
Ownerloperators 
Canada only 
Contact HutchThomas 1-800581-7286 
www.hrtrans.com, cdnbudtlng.com 
throughout the “Vancouver” area assessing the 
customer service skills of our employees. 
(Minimum wage during training). EOE. 
; ~ ~ ~ G m m e  Rw 1gT143940&( 
$9.76/hour, plus kilometers ’ 
 ARROW^ 
I Join our team I Leadina comoensation ... 
Y 
... home every night. 
1-877-7eO-4445 
cations and experience criteria 
please go to our website www. 
All northgateminerakca Dosi ions will work a two I I Inquire on line at www.quaIityshopper.org I I I Immediate opening for a 
Licensed Automotive Technician. 
Experience in import vehicles an asset. Excellent 
renumeration and benefit package available to 
’ successful applicant. Please apply in person to: 
week in/two week out sched- 
ule. A chartered flight is avail- 
able for these 2x2 positions 
jo bs@a r row. ca 
www.arrowtransporlation.com 
from either Prince George or 
Qualified candidates are invited 
to send their resume to: ‘ 
Kemess Mine - Northgate 
Minerals Corporation 
H.R. Recruiter. 
Fax: ( ~ ) ~ - ~ 1 -  Emak 
OWNEWOPERATORS 
Avg. $1.89/mi. pulling compa- 
ny trailer, Avg. $2.07/mi. with 
own trailer, Class-1 longhaul 
flatdeck USNCAN from BC or o 
AB. Hiring Bonus. Rick HYPERLINK kemess.com” “mailto:resurne@ 
ntsumeekemess.com 
1s L ~ K I N G  for people to fill PERMANENT PART-TIME relief 
the following positions: Experi- driver wanted. Resume, drivers 
enced meat cutters and slaugh- abstract. Reply to File #237 Ter- 
ter floor workers, Maintenance race Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
workers 4th class engineers. TerraceJ3.C. V8G 5R2 (6P1) 
Please submit your resume in LOG TRUCKING Co. located in 
person to Blue Mountain Pack- Campbell River, requires Shop/ 
ers Or fax to 1250-832-1 91 2. Foreman/Purchaser. Licensed/ 
E-mail: bobgillisbluemtn~elus. experienced Heavy Duty Me- 
chanic. Self starter with good 
people skills and safety orient- 
ed. Commercial Inspector’stick- 
et is required. Position includes 
I Pkase apply in person to  I 
BODYSHOP-3 hoursfromVan- 
couver, 2 hrs. from Kamloops, 
requires qualified body man / 
manager. Profit sharing and /or 
%. Call 604-574-3344 or email 
m brumpton@shaw.ca 
+ We are currently seeking a 
PARTS & SALES PERSON msuBARue,tnazDa 
HIGHWAY 16E. TERRACE 
for busy, fast-paced recriational dealer. Must have 
exceptional customer relationship and communication 
skills. Previous parts experience preferred. 
Competitive wa es and benefit package available to 
Reply with resume to: 
successful app P icant. Valid drivers license required. 
1-800-663-0099. - 
BLUE MOUNTAIN PACKERS 
r I We have an immediate , opening for a i’ 
LINE 
COOK 
North Central Family Resources Ltd. is recruiting 
a part-time Foster Parent Training & Support 
Facilitator for the Bulkley Valley. This is a 1 
challenging ‘& rewarding position requiring a self- 
starter. Facilitators provide support and training 
services to foster parents, with an emphasis on peer 
support facilitation and networking between foster ’ 
parents, MCFD, and other service providers. 
Some travel required. ‘ I  II 
, p  ‘ File# 232 
’ c/o Terrace Standard ‘ 
32 10 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Only a plicanis selected for interview will be contacted. 
All appkations kept confideniial. No phone calls please. 
.. 
net The Back EXPERIENCED PROCESSOR 
operator and grapple skidder Eddy mb oDerator reauired for the Merritt 
Competitive rate of pay. 
Visit our website 
www.ncfr.ca 
for a complete description 
and application details. F A  ,,, I Ly E s 0 u R c E s 0 
reliable, motivated, caring individual, 
capable of being a team player. 
Competitive wages and benefits based 
n qualifications & experience. , 
6 Park Avenue Dental Clinic 
c/o Bonnie Olson 
201 -46 1 9 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
5-5256 
Conversational’ ’ Transportation of 
Spankh level 2 Forkllft Operator DangerousGoods I 
t250 Feb28 ’ 
Feb 20-Mar 22 t l O O  Feb 24-26 600-1000pm TUK Mon/Wed 7:OO-Y:OOpm hr pncticum 
Excel level 1 
Worksafe: OH&S for Mar 2 
Small Businesses Thu 12001:OOpm AlbrQ kes 
f220 Feb 27 $100 Fcb 21-26 
8:30-5:30pm Tuc-Fri 6:30-930pm 
Sat 8:oo-tOopm 
Must be enthusiastic, well spoken and self motivated 
0 Customer satisfaction minded 
Team player 
0 Well groomed 
Willingness to learn 
B Knowledge and interest in the auto industry an asset 
B Sales experience preferred but willing to provide 
We provide: 
training to successful applicant 
Top rated import automobiles: 
SURARU 
PYA111V Q hLWAVS EMCO C O R P O  &fA-dc-i 
1 Great selection of pre-owned vehicles 
1 Wage guarantee 
1 Training 
1 Benefits package 11 
Are you interested in a Career - not just a job? Does 
competitive wages, financial bonuses, excellent benefits, 
educational assistance, permanent full-time employment, 
com uter purchase program, pension plan, 100% BC 
opportunities sound interesting? If so then you might want to 
explore what Emco Corporation, one of Canada‘s leading 
wholesale distribution organizations has to offer. We are 
looking for an enthusiastic, professional individual to join 
our Terrace team in the following position 
Me’ 8 ical Care premium coverage and national advancement 
Counter Sales - Pl,umbing/HVAC 
As a key member of our team, you will be responsible for 
providing exceptional customer service in a professional 
manner. Duties include order entry, pricing inquiries and 
technical assistance to our walk in counter customers. This 
position requires you to possess a minimum of oneyear direci 
market segment experience, a high school diploma, a strong 
work ethic with a high regard for customer service, and 
some p.c. skills. Resumes may be submitted in confidence 
by February 10th to: 
Kent Keenleyside 
Emco Corporation 
501 5 Park Avenue 
Teriace, BC V8G 4J5 
> Fax No: (250) 635-561 3 
For more information on Emco 0 1  to explore other career 
opportunities, please visit our website at www.erncoltd.com 
Kitimat Marine‘ITrainlng 
Mariners or crew operating small pleasure craft for charter business purposes require 
Transport Canad2 certification. Followinc are TnnsDort Canada certified COUI~CS for 
‘-/r y0u me not su& o r  <’’ 
!he requirements far 
your patiicular . pmfe;sionaI mariners and those persons Lishing to‘upgrade their knowledge in the area of nautical studies: -- 
L3TANDARD Restricted Radio Monitoring P q n m .  A W e n  limited Operator - Men’ne ~~!T;~~;~~~~ i: (over 5 gross tons) 
Do you have a license to use k u d  to parriapans upon 
theVHF ndio on your boat? completion ofthis ‘‘to be 
If not, this C O U K ~  is for you. ledated” course. (16 hottn) 
Prerequisite: a sound 
knowledgv of the phonetic Feb 25-26 Sat/Sun mandatory ifdie vrseI is 
alphabet and prp-reading of 8:30-5:30 pin S 200 over 5 p s s  tons and carries 
course handout. (Id Imnd 
If you M considering 
running a chimer vrssel of 
any MNE. a Masters 
Limited Certificate is 
passengers. Check with 
Marine Safety in l’rince 
Rupert requiremena. for sea necessary h e  
CCUISE work and 
e.xa~ninations for your vrssel. 
Master Limited includes the 
following COmpOnma: 
Limited Master (3 wreks of 
instruction). MED A2. 
Marine Advanced First Aid, 
and ROC-MC. 
has an immediate opening for a 
SALES I 
Feb 18 ei 19 Sar/Sun 
630-530 pm $110 
small Vessel 
Operator (upto5 
gross tons) 
This course is for openton 
of r d l  commercial wxsels 
and focuses on ch.m and 
navimtion. Collision 
Madne Emergency 
Duties (MED) - A3 
llecently iegislated by 
Tnnsport Canada. this one- 
day course is deigned for 
cnw members on s d  
conimercial vruels. including 
smdcr tishing wssels, 
openting near the coast. 
Topics include: common 
The successful applicant will manage an es- 
tablished account list and will be expected to de- 
velop new clients. 
This is a challenging position for the right a p  
plicant and offers an extended range of benefits. 
Must have vehicle and clean drivers license. 
Brian Lindenbach, 
Sales Manager, The Terrace Standord, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
or Fax to 250-638-8432 
We thank all applicants who express interest, 
however only those selected for interview will be 
contacted. 
Please send resumes to: 
Call now to e . q m  your 
I<eghtions. srmtnanship. h3w& and emergency interest in thii course to be 
rmrine weather and smdl Rsponse, fire-fidldng, ;md offered. t soon as possible. 
~ s e l  st~bhty. It  wv~ll also the pending sufficient intent. ofli~w,.ing 
includr: information on appllancrs. (s ho,rn, 
position rrpantion, fuiing. ufety dcpam~rr on the job 25 $100 IO lhys of sepante 
andTnn;pon Can31iis Snull 8:30-5:3*n1 
Vrwel Inspection and 
buo)age, electrorucs for 
sat 3 Course \wek Fee: of instruction SI780 plus I 
\wrkrhops 
Gitxsan Child & Family 
Services Society 
Auxiliary Social Worker 
(Part-Time) 
i 
Conflict Resolution Certificate Program 
The Justice institute of BC’s Certificate Program in Conflict Resolutlon. 
specializing In Negotlation is offered in partnership with Northwest 
Community College. 
An ability to negotiate and to resolve conflicts effectively has become a 
modern-day survival skill In our professional and personal settlngs. In 
today‘s workplace, most employers consider confllct resolution skills to be 
a key component of leadership. This speciallzation provides an excellent 
opportunity to explore the broad Reid of conflict resolution, with an 
emphasls on negotiation skills. It will equip you wRh concepts and skliis to 
Improve your personal and working relationships by learning how to 
handle conflict more constructively. 
“in today’s 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society in Hazelton, 
B.C. is seeking to fill the position of Auxiliary Social Worker 
immediately. The Social Worker will provide support to 
families in crisis or with high risk or special needs children. 
Using clinical and interpersonal skills as well as good 
case mafiagement systems, the, social worker will provide 
a variety of services, including monitoring, preventative 
services and referrals to appropriate resources to assist with 
the preservation of the family unit. 
Qualifications: BSW or MSW; or BA Child and Youth 
Care; or M.Ed. CounsellingIMA Clinical Psychology 
having completed a practicum in family and child welfare. 
Police record review required. Must have a valid BC 
driver’s licence and may be required to use personal vehicle 
for business. Knowledge of Gitxsan systems would be an 
asset. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the BC Human Rights Code, 
preference may be given to applicants of Aboriginal 
Ancestry. , \ 
For complete details of the responsibilitiesand qualifications 
for this position, please contact the GCFSS (250)842-2258 
or fax (250)842-248 1. 
Please submit your resume and cover letter to the attention 
Of: 
Sandra Crawford, Acting Team Leader 
Gitxsan Child And Family Services Society 
PO. Box 333, 
Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
The deadline for receipt of applications is 4:OO p.m. 
on Februarv 17,2006. 
Visit the JiBC webslte at http:/lwww.jibc.bc.ca/ for more detailed 
information. Please note: Registration for these JIBC credit courses will be 
done through the Northwest Community College. 
Managing the Hostiie individual (CRlU8) 
8:30am-4:30pm $475 Terrace Feb 24-25 FrilSat 
Resolving Conflict in the Workplace (CRl 106) 
Terrace Mar 22-24 Wed/Thu/Fri 8:30am-4:30pm $575 
Negotiation Skills Level 1 (CR260) 
Terrace Jun 12-14 Mon/Tu@/Wed 8:30am-4:30pm 
Asserting Yourself in Conflict Resoiutions (CR105) 
Terrace July 20-21 Thu/Fri 8:30am-4:30pm 
Clmcd Skills for Communicating in Conflict (CR102) 
Terrace Aug 28-29 MonlTue 8:30am-4:30pm 
\\ 
1 
! 
ce by submit6ng a current resunie and 
quolmg compehhon #05.2398 (stating preferred locution) 
k: Human Resources Department, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 4x2, FAX: 
250.638.5475 or email soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
Nortfiwert Community College is committed to employment equity 
and encourages applications hum First Nations geop!e, women, 
persons with disabilities and members of visi le minorities. 
We thank all applicants for their interest; 
however, on1 those selected for an 
Closing Dde: February 15, 2006 
NORmwEm 
b - 1  
Tcrke a closer look. 
interview wil r be contacted. 
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EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY ONE BLOCK from Parksville 
VIEWS! WHISPER RIDGE Beach, Vancouver Island. Quiet ' DIcTA-mpIsT required by VINYL DECKING installers re- ' 
Small fil"l On part-time basis. Ap- quired for South Okanagan in- Thompson - Okanagan CHBA cul-de-sac. Large 3 bedroom 
~licants who have a computer at statlation company. TOP wages 3 BEDROOM apartment close Gold Environment Award ground level bungalow. 1300 
home, Microsoft word, good tYP- paid / benefit package. Let's to downtown. Utilities indud- for this project. Beautifully sqft. RV parking, enclosed yard. 
ing skills, and excellent spelling Talk!!! Call Beaver Home Im- ed. $750/month plus damage treed 1.3 acre homesites. All Newly renovated. $290,000. 
and grammar, should send a re- provements Penticton. 250- deposit. Available immediately. services underground, paved 250-954-2363. 
sume C/O File #236 Terrace Stan- 250-635-0554. Leave message. bedrrom home in 
Thornhill. All the work's been dard, 3210 Clinton Ave., Terrace, MAINTENANCE SHUTDOWN (6p3) 
' 
GROUND LEVEL 1 bedroom TRADESPEOPLE gas fireplace, 11 Silver Star Mountain. Home- done! New large oak kitchen, duplex, 
B.C. V8G5R2 indicating the hour- 
ly wage expected- Also please Resumes for Temporary Trades- 
carport, shed, cable & 
new bathroom, hminate floors, 
advise Of any other Office skills people are now being accepted gas fireplace, new roof, sid- 
YOU Possess, other employment\ for Eurocan Pulp & Paper C0.k included. Available Feb- No 250-545-5472 1-800-493- ing, deck and windows. large 
obligations YOU might have and major maintenance shutdown smoking. 250-635-3756 or 250- 61 33 fenced yard with lots of parking. the Usual the-frames you would 
THREE OEDdOOM Southside ONE LEVEL three bedroom 
be available for work. 24 to 31 9 2006. Temporary Tra- 
GET PAID To Shop restaurants, duplex* F/s* hookup* elec- house with garage. Large lot 
desPeoPle are required in the 
tric heat* 'lean* quiet* $550/ and storage shed. Close to 
gas stations, etc! NO fees. we following trades: 
need reliable shoppers in the Electricians, mo plus damage. References re- golf course. Tot park across 
the street, N/G furnace and fire- quired. 250-638-1691 (5p3) Terrace area. Info/application: Instrument 
TWO BEDROOM duplexl in place, new flooring, F/S, W/D, www.applyshopnchek.ca: 1 - 
(Pressure ticket required) Thornhill. F/s included. N/p. call 250-635-3908. (5~3)  and DMI included. $124,900. 866-762-2435 ext 2383. (4p3) 
KALUM KABs LTD requires Candidates for these positions $375 For 1-2 persons only. Se- 250-61 5-2471 or 250-635-41 80 
16~3) fulWpart time drivers, dispatch- must hold a valid trades qualifi- curity deposit required. Call 
1991 4 Bedroom, 3 bath, 1,288 TWO BEDROOM 800 sq. ft. ' 
sq. ft. each level, big kitchen, rancher, 65x180 lot, n/g heat, 4 Lakelse Avenue. cations and certificates must ac- 
N/G furnace, 12'x16' workshop, appliances, detached storage, No hone calls please. 4c3) company resume (this includes 
&UCT ADVI&ALES 72'x148' fenced landscaped lot shed, 4914 Graham Ave. Asking copies of logbook information if 
etc. 3595 Alder. Home - 1-403- $113,000. Please call 250-635- PERSON AND PARTS/SERV- applicable). Qualified candidates ICE ADVlSOR ~l~~~~~ Tayota are invited to submit a detailed 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 726-0859; Cell - 1-403-990- 5640 (4p3) 
is expanding! As a result we re- Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 2908 $1401000. (4P3) Eurocan Pulp &Paper Co., A Di- 
BRIGHT SPACIOUS 2 bedroom en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 3 BEDROOM house complete- quire an additional full time Pro- vision of West Fraser Mills Ltd., 
apartment. Three appliances anniversaries, reunions. Day ly renovated with new roof and 3 duct Advisor and PartdService Box 1400, Kitimat, Bc v8c 
Advisor. These energetic, posi- 2H1. F ~ :  250-639-3486, blinds and and evening rates. 250-635- deck, backyard fenced. Sepa- COPPER MOUNTAIN U<TERI- with storage room, ti' persons a high paced email: apptyeurocan@epp.west- ORSO we supply and 
install 511' beautiful oak cabinets. Adult ori- 7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. rate garage. 4637 Goulet. Ask- 
vinyl non-smoking, no pets. Bartending Services available. ing $99,500 250-638-8438 
FOR SALE'By Owner. Retiring ers. The SUCCeSSfUl candidates ployee Relations Department. 
and moving. Chance of a life- 
' 4 8  0 - time. 2 1/2 acre, all cleared, 1477 after 6 p.m. (5p3) 
will be focused on customer Only successful applicants will 
service and have good organi- be contacted. Telephone inqui- 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 2 BEDROOM Log Home, 20 acr- very ,large' shop. 30x75~16 with zational skills. I f  your long term ries wi// not be accepted. .i goal involves the automotive in- JOURNEYMAN COMMER- 
dustry this position is for YOU. CIAL VEHICLE TRUCK TECH- $550 Hot water included. Se- eS, barn, Corrals, outbuildings, extension of 30x60~22 all steel 
Submit resume to : GlacierToyo- N~CIANS required immediately eluding ceilings & tri1-n) quality curity on premises. Please Call 4 appliances. Available Feb. ConstrIJctio'ii: Industrial wiring, 
ta Attn: Scott Oiesiuk Box)3220 by Inland Kenworth Kamloops. 250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 28. Respovsible Pet owner Web all underground, dry storage, Smithers VOJ 2N0 847-9302 Must have MVI ticket; engine years experience, seniors dis- , 4Ctfn) come. $750,638-0760 (5p3) 15 km out of town, scenic view. 
and gearwork experience would count, free estimates. Call 250- LERY NICE 2 bedroom apart- 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath house in Extra building well wa- 
be an asset. top wages, excel- 638-1935 (5 3 merit, Secure entrance, on site Horseshoe includes laundry. ter, older trailer all rebuilt, not 
SOUS CHEF wanted for fishing lent benefit package, Send SMART p&lN~ Experienced management, within walking Available Feb. 1 St $700/month. completed, wood shed, new 
lodge. starts April * resume attention: Marshall painting contractor will paint. distance to Wal-Mart and su- All utitlities included. 250-615- steel roof Over trailer. Great POS- 1* 
wage negotiable* Send sibilities.,Will make partial trade. Gellatly, 865 Notre Dame Drive, Winter interior, residential and perstore. References required . 0024 Or 250-638-841 2 (5C3 to P.0. Box 982, Terrace B.C. 
Available March , ries will be answered. Inquire mgellatIy@inlandkwbc.com c/o File #235 Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
0021 (6p3) 
MANOR APTS. EXCELLENT VIEW. Privacy, 3 V ~ G  5 ~ 2 .  (sP3) 
WAN7ED:EXPERIENCED 
Class 1 Log Truck Drivers for 
work in Vanderhoof/Prince , 
,Unfurnished and partially furnished bedroom house, lower Thornhill. 
rpb. Bachelor unitstone bedroom $6OO/month. Available March 
and two bedroom. Beside 
George area. Fax current driv- for Terrace campus childcare 
er's abstract and resume, to centre to start early February. 
250-567-3091 or call Jane at 1 - Please call 250-638-5404 (5p3) swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained aptr. in town. No pets. HORSESHOE AREA 3 bed- -REFERENCES REQUIRED. room,,,? 112 bath, laundry room. 
RT R -Offering custom Please phone cell: W/D, F/S, Available March WE ARE seeking a full time Le- 
1 st106. References requiried gal Secmtary/Assistant. Prev- HOUSEKEEPER AVA~~~;;: :zgnei with my 20 foot 
boat on our larger sdmi-wilder- 6157543 Or M53475/ 4725 Straume Avenue 250-635- ious experience in Family/Civil Reasonable rates, 
4570 (6nc3) 
matters an asset. Send resumes hours. Energetic and trustwor- 
'to: Talstra & Company, 101 - thy. References available. Call ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  ~~~~,~~ 
HOUSE FOR Rent. 2 bedroom, 
your enjoyment and, safety Call fenced backyxc, available 
3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.c. 250-635-4525 (5P3) 
Rob at 250-696-3293 evenings , March 1/06. $630/month. Con- 
V8G 4R3 or by e-mail to jlipov@ 
tact Janet at 2550-635-8898 
talstralaw.ca. for1 more details and to book 
early for the 2006 season. (4p3) 2 BEDROOM basement above 
ground within walking distance (6 3) 
to school and hospital at 2712 ' 37 
Tetrault. included fridge, stove, bedroom house# f/s, w/di fenced- 
roads. 160 Acre private park 
(TheRanchlands). 8Milesto LARGE 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
sites from $135,500. www. 
whisperridge.Com 
493-71 91 Attn: John Kit&. 
$110,000.250-635-1841 (5~2)  tentatively scheduled for May 615-2532 (5p3 0 0 0 0  
THREE BEDROOM condo, 1 
112 bath, 5 appliances, fenced 
back yard, shed, 4714 Davis, 
excellent condition, $90,000.00 
For appointment to view, please 
Machinists, 
Millwrights, Pipefitters, 
Tinsmiths and Welders 
ers. Drop off resume to 4449 cation ticket. Copies of qualifi- 250-635-4139 (5p3) 
by February 28@ 2006 to: 
are team play- frasertimber.ca Attention: Em- continuous gutters, 
siding, suffits and fascia. 250- $575 per month. Call 250-638- (CTFN) 
631-291O (6p3) 
3 BEDROOMS $299. (Not in- 
work. Excellent references. 15 
(6~3)  
CUTE 2 bedroom house, )F/S, Leave your phone # Or 
WID, fenced yard, deck, sheds. V8G 4R2 or fax to 250-638- ~ ~ ' ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~  ~~co~N&,.,$ 
commercial painting. 7 0% paint lou651 @hotmail.com. All inqui- 
phone 250-638-1622 (6~3)  
$Goo/ 
discount from supplier. Seniors ' 
15% labor discount. Profession- f 
0 . -  al 'quality work. Reasonable 
rates' Free estimates' Referen'- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-61 5- 
1 PARK C L I N d  'month. 250-638-7608 (5p3) 
1 st. 250-635-2582 (5~3)  
01 99 (3P3) 
877-567-3122. ( 6 ~ 3 )  
\ 
JOURNEYMAN AUTOMOTIVE NEED MONEY NOW? e *  
Technician required at Antho- IF YOU have equity in your 
ny's Suzuki/Subaru in Kelowna* home, We can help! Can't prove destinations: Household furni- washer, dryer. $400/month. Ref- yard, garage with shop' capac- 
Submit resume to: 2670 HW' income, slow credit, bank says ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- erences required. NO pets. NO ity* 4710 available March 97 N-s Kelownat Bc vlx 4J4 NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- smoking. Please Call after 5:OO $750/month' 250%38-7608 
ONE BEDROOM house in cen- basement suite* tral Thornhill. Cheap electric 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad skrvice@anthonys.ca 
AUTOBODY JOURNEYMAN Credit? Bills? Unemployed? ' @ ' ' 0 * Faces sunny south on South- 
and Paint Prepper wanted* Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
Wage negotiable- &sumes ac- 
cepted by fax Or email only. No 
own your own home-You qual- 
Phone calls or drop ins. Fax: neerwest.com Member 
Or fax (250) 861-6159 or emall: Associates. 1-604-306-0891. , I est rates, (CHI 250-638-1 367 (6p3) (5p3) 
floors, close to bus, small pets 
ify. 1-877-987-1420. WwW.pi0 welcome. $40O/month. Call 4nn 
of the 250-635-2252 (5~3)  
250-635-0662 (5~3)  excavators. Fax 250-381 -3866 
or email dkennedyabudgets- 
teel.com E63 5 *TIP 5 
large 3 bedroom home in 
' New large oak kitchen, new bthroo 
, gas' fireplace, 
eck and windo 
large fenced yard with lots of parking. 
n ,$I1 1 e,om 
I Tel. 635-1841 . , 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
bedroom suite, f/s,w/d hookup, 
adults preferred, $450/month, 
available immediately. 250-635- 
3579 (6pl) 
SMALL TWO Bedroom suite 
in Horseshoe. Heathydro in- 
cluded. No dogs. References 
required. $350 250-638-8639 
TWO BEDROOMli basement . . . 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, , 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone 
(5p3) 
, BEDROOM. %parate living 
age. Pets negotiable. Close to 
town, includes cable, internet 
and utilities. $375/mo 250-638- 
1009 or 250-635-9406 (6~3)  
Brent 250-631-9593 (48c'n) room and bathroom and stor- 
ups. Storage room, shed and ' 
covered balcony, on large lot. 
Newly painted. $650/mo plus 
utilities. Available February 15. 
Call 250-638-0355 (6p3) 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom and 
three, bedroom trailers. $350 
and $450. Located Kalum Trail- 
er Park. Phone 250~638-7903 
(6~3)  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
'P.0. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FBX: 636-2633 
HuNrINeroN 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
0 Clean, quiet renwated suites 
0 Ample parking 
0 Close to schools 8 downtown 
0 On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
* References required 
Laundry faci!ities 
To view call 
638- 1 748 
.- 
(4p3) 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath on Moll- 
tor St.Terrace. F/S, bllnd8 includ- 
ed, N/G heat, no pets please. 
Security deposit and referenc- 
es required. Bills not included. 
%650/month 250-639-0309 250-' 
Tole quality show8 in every move we nuke!\ 
2000 SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
4.500 Sa. Ft. warehouse for 
635-71 71 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 632-2261 (4p3) 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse close 250-635-7602 (45CTFN) TRA MSPORTA f l O N  
Z S Y S T E M S  L TO.= to downtown. f/s,w/d. No pets. I OFFICE & WNL SPACE 1 $650/month. Available Feb, 
4644 tazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
524 ft2 - reception 8 3 o 'ces 
600 h2. receplion 8 2 offices 8 staff roon 
1000 h2 . will devide space to suit 
1/06. 250-635-0679 or 250- 
' MODERN TOWNHOUSE. 2 ex- 
tra large bedrooms with huge' 
closets, small off ice computer 
635-0479 (6~3)  635-2728 
Container or van service! One Block from Kiti K'Shan 4606 Graham A&. Newly renovated. Upstairs - 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, new car- 
pets, laminate, ceramictile entry, fireplace, 2 decks, >six appliano 
es, paved driveway. Rent out bright, above ground 2 m 
basement suite. lot size - 50'x157'. Ready to move in. 
area, gourmet kitchen with lots 
of cupboards, pantry, 2 bath- 
dryer hookup, full crawlspace 
to heat. $750 250-638-0661 
SECOND FLbOR 
rooms, 3 appliances, washer1 
storage.Very clean and efficient 
(5P3) 
3 BDRM Condo, 1 1/2 bath. F/ 
$1 49,000' 
' Cali\' 1 -250-849-5463 evenings 
S, W/D, newly renovated close 
to downtown. #13-4714 Davis. 
Available immediately. utilities 
not included 250-635-3908. 
WHITE§AIl 
TOWNHOMES 
From $.99/n1 ( n o n - r e n o d )  
AI1 units ore 3 levek w/lismt. ' 
inwife loundv avoifable, small pet ok. 
Employee 8enefit Broker 
250-635-6095 F ~ x  250-635-6532 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
2 bedropm/3 bedroom wl2  both 
From $425/m (dmounts clvoiloble) ' 
Call lany @ 250 632-441 1 1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- 
mediately, no pets, $450 plus 
damage deposit. 250-635-601 1 
2 BEDROOM UPPER , Thorn- 
hill, shared washer/dryer $5654 
month, utilities included or 
$480/month without utilities. 
plus deposit No pets 250-635- 
5992 or 250-631-3206 (6p3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished, 
light and clean. Thornhill 250- 
(5P3) \ 
635-7623 (4p3) 
1 180 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, sunken living room, 
family room, 1 /2 basement. Completely renovated bathroom, 
deck, new laminate, carpet, lino, paint, doors (int/ext), 
electric fireplace (new), W/D (new), F/S, large fenced yard 
(double lot), fruit trees, near school/park/hospital. I 
M O V ~ I ~  ma*! IB24900.00 
(250) 635-2589 
View photos: co.geocities.com/molitor~28 I I/photopagerock.hhnl 
WANTED FIVE or more acres 
with/without home within fifteen 
minutes of Terrace. Want to buy 
or rent. 250-546-6780 (4p3) 
c-; 
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12x68 2 bedroom trailer locat- 
ed in quiet Thornhill park. Very 
bright and clean. Bathroom 
newly renovated. F/S, W/D, DW 
included. Asking $1 0,000. Call 
2 BEDROOM, 2 full bath trail- 
er with new addition, sunken 
living room with fireplace, dou- 
ble glazed vinyl windows, win- 
ter roof, skylights, 4 applianc- 
es. Only 12 years old. Asking 
250-638-0764 (4~3) 
/ I  
I ,  $38,,5W 250-638-1 935 or 250- 
14 X 66 Mdular home. Ready 
to go! Excellent structural condi- 
tion. Absolutely no mold. Origi- 
nal peaked tin roof. $9,600.00. 
250-635-1 150 (6P3) 
hhncknkrg, Hay Farms Ltd. 
" Nobleford, Alberta selling and 
trucking all sizes and types of 
hay and straw. Office: 403- 
824-3010,877-824-3010. Kenti 
403-330-7853. Harry: 403-382- 
I 
5516 (6p3) 
2005 BLUE Chev. Cavalier. four 
door, 5 speed, AC, CD. 12,000 
km. $10,000. Phone 1-250-696- 
1990 FORD F150, 4x4, super 
77 DODGE pickup with camper. 
C/D player,,good speakers, ex- 
cellent condition. $1,800 OB0 
250-638-771 1 /5D31 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION NOTICE 
Application Cor a Pormit Amendmont Under The 
Plovirionr of - tho Envhnmanid Manutvmont - _  Ac? 
1987 GMC 5500 18' Truck Van. 
Ex Nacho truck. Wired shop. 
Strong 350. In excellent running 
condition. $4,200. 250-635- 
11 50 (5p3) 
We, Methanex Corporation, 1800 Waterfront Centre, 200 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 3M1, intend to submit this 
amendment application to the Ministry of Environment Director to 
amend Permit PA-06008, issued May 3, 1982 and last amended 
May 22, 2001, which authorizes the discharge of air emissions 
from a chemical manufacturing facility. 
The land upon which the facility i s  situated and the discharge 
occurs i s  on District Lot 1 87, 6003 and 6004 located at # 1 Oce- 
lot Road, Kitimat, BC, V8C 2G7 within the District of Kitimat. 
The amendment requests that the following conditions be 
changed from a methanol and ammonia manufacturing facility to 
a petroleum storage facilig 
Methanex Corporation has decommissioned its manufacturing 
facilities and is making application to remove from the Permit all 
emissions related to the manufacture of methanol and ammonia. 
Methanex Corporation will continue to terminal methanol and is  
Droposing to terminal up to 25,000 barrels per day of sweet 
Detroleum condensate. Under contract with a wholly owned s u b  
iidiary of EnCana Corporation, Methanex will receive sweet pe- 
roleum condensate at its wharf facility, transfer the liquid to land- 
Dosed storage tanks and ultimately to railcars for distribution. 
In accordance with the Environmental Management Act, Meth- 
inex Corporation has applied to British Columbia Ministry of En- 
rironment to permit the discharge of sweet petroleum condensate 
rapours through a refrigerated vapour recovery system and Lari- 
)us storage tank pressure safety valves. There will be two storage 
anks with a capacity of 29,330 m3 and one off-spec tank for 
emporary holding with a capacity of 800 m3. The discharge 
s infrequent and of short duration with an estimated maximum 
iaytime dischaige rate of 2 m3/min from the vapour control sys- 
em which will significantly reduce emissions from the two large 
)torage tanks and an estimated maximum discharge rate of 0.1 
n3/min from the off-spec tank. 
Any person who may be adversely affected by the proposed 
imendment and wishes to provide relevant information may, with- 
n 30 days after the last date of posting:publishing, service or dis- 
day, send written comments to the applicant, with a copy to the 
legional Manager, Environmental Protection at Bag 5000, 3726 
Wed Avenue, Smithers, British Columbia, VOJ 2N0. The identity 
)f any respondents and the contents of anything submitted in rela- 
ion to this application yill become part of the public record. 
Copies of the application and additional information may be 
ibtained from: 
)ated this 8th day of February, 2006 
Iontact person: Terry Rowat IJ 
Environmental Coordinator, Methanex Corporation) 
elephone No: 250.639.3241 
mail: AirPermi@Methanex.com 
0 
MET X 
ipplication No: PA-06008 
A Responsible Corr*Company 
1995 23 FT 
Hydra Sport 
Ocean Boat 
Well maintained, 
200HP outboard with 
15 HP kicker. Includes 
trailer, spare tire. large 
fishing platform, partial. 
ly covered with cutiy. 
Call 250-638-002110 view 
$42,000 
1987 STH wheel, sleeps 4. Ne 
fridge, hitch. tires, bearing bud- 
dies. Sacrifice Sale! $5,500 
OB0 250-638-8508 after 6 p.m. 
(4P3) 
1999 Polaris 700 135 track, 2 
inch spl heads, twin pipes wind- 
shield 8 cover low hours, starts 
first pull, low mileage, 3, 600 
kms. motor re-done in 2004 lots 
down?(, Rates too high? Trad- 1995 NISSAN Pathfinder. SEV6, 
ing In? Instant money available FWD, 4~4,137,300 km, sunroof, 
online. Complimentaw deliv- CCIAC. heated leather seats. 
ery. No down'paymenc Apply 
Gnl!ns,"call anytime 1-877-513- 
9564. 
$10,000.250-638-7777 (5p3) 
1996 CHEV Silverado 3/4 ton 
4x4. Reg. cablbox, 250 Vor- 
tec, auto, fully loaded, camper 
special, well maintained, only 
135,000 km. Must see $14,500. 
Day 250-639-3579; evenings 
2OOO DODGE Durango RT 4x4. 
Fullv loaded. V8. leather interi- 
250-639-2987 (4~3)  
1082. www.vandenberhay.ca l lfi A[T You're Approved! Do Not let 
previous Bad Credit stop you 
from owing a vehicle today. 
www.youcangetacar.net 
'74 CAMARO. Project car. run- 
ning condition, 305, $f,200. 
1-888-849-971 8 
50-615-3431 (6~1)  
The following persons take 
notice at a date not less than 
two weeks from Wednesday, 
February 1,2006. 
40 REGISTERED Hereford 
2 cows. Registered Charolais, 
second to fifth calvers. Starting 
calving Ap:ii 1. $1,250 or choice 
$1350. Also a broke team of 
Blue Roan geldings, full broth- 
ers, 5 & 6 year old. Delivery 
available. 1-877-485-3500. 
FOR SALE. Yearlina Red An- 
Items stored at 
SNT MINI 
STORAGE 
5043 Keith Avo." 
. Terrace, B.C. 
will be sold to recover 
unpaid rent 
(1 ) Robor) Stanloy 
(2) Cawlo Loo 
Irlckson 
or, i20,000 itm. 'Excellent con- 
dition, new tires, 3rd row seat. 
' $15,900 250-624-9005 (6~1)  
gus bulls. Giddings-Bros. Call 
250846-5628 (4~3)  
REGISTERED RED Angus two 
year olds and yearling bulls for 
sale. Semen tested - deposit 
will hold until April: Call: Walt- 
er 1-250-699-6990 Diamond X 
* Bank says NO! * We say YES! 
*Bankrupt? * No Credit? 
*Badcredit? , 
No Pmf?/em! '
You Work, You Drive! 
"0" D O W ~  0.a.c. 
1-800-961 -7022 
1-J 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1993 GMC Sierra V8 4x4, ext. 
cab, automatic, short box, cano- 
py, NC, well maintained. Excel- 
lent running condition. , $5,000 
250-615-551 6 (6p3) 
n 
ling bulls. Performance data of extras $4000 obo (250) 494- 
-available. XBAR Simmentals/ 4360. 
Max. Low mileage, mint con- 
dition, has pipes. $3,000 250- 
2004 ARCTIC Cat. M-7 limited, 
orange and black, 162" track. 
$1 O,OOO., 250-638-0021 (6p3) 
635-2413 (4~3)  J 
puppies* l2 weeks Old* 250- 
Ranch Ltd. (5 
REGISTERE? RED Anau; 
black Angus & Simmental Gar- 
<. 'shepherd CrOSS,"3 years, loving 
and sweet. All toys, dishes and 
medical records. 250-635-2704 
/ /  >, 
Snort Hatchback 
W h o :  TFir Building Logs, 
Minimum 11" top. Require 
1 Wm' to 200m' Call Rob 0 Ide- 
al Export Log Homes. 
1-250-836-3834. 
I 
GFX Package 0 Spti Package 
SAVE... 
1989 SKIDDER. Tree Farmer, 
very good condition, ready to 
work. $10,500. Call 250-635- 
; 
20' FIBREFORM Tri-hull boat 
and trailer, 292, 6 cylinderlout 
Drive needs work. Merc Cruiser 
$4,50OOBO. Ron 250-636-9133 
(4P3) 
I 
dQ Ford F350 4x4 Diese e 4 0 , 9 9 5  
Lariat wlMoonroof, Crew Cab, 45k -4 * *  
63 Ford F350 4x4 D i e s e l e 3 5 , 9 9 5  
XLT Trim Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
t29 Ford F150 "SUPER CREW" $29,995 
Lariat, Ultimate Load, 43 k 
Subaru WRX 66STI'9 e &*a* ' $35,995 
25k, 3WHp Turbo 
Only 20k, Leather. Bose Audio. M. R. 
Sunroof, Heate%Seats. CD. Speed 
64 Mazda RX-8"GT $32,995 
85 Volkswagen Jetta $1 9,495 
GLS, l.aT; Leather 
0s Mazda Protege "5" e $ 1 5 , 9 9 5  
Auto, Leather. Moonroof 
0s Mazda Protege 6r5" 
Auto 
9f Volkswagen Jetta $1 0,495 
Wolfsberg Edition, Sunroof. AIC, PWRIW. Cruise 
OSVolkswa en Jetta $1 9,995 
00 Volkswagen Passat $1 9,995 
2000>Yamaha 
$4,5OO.QO 
Grizzly 600 4x4 
Auto, OS Subaru Heated Seats, Outback 18k $30,995 
6s Subaru Outback JUST INI 
80 Subaru Forester 'L' $1 6.995 
Auto, Fully Loaded I 20% OFF I 
on all instock Auto, 125k 00 Subaru Forester 'S' 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
0s Subaru Forester AWDes19,995 
AC, Auto, P/W/L. 75k 
0s Mazda Tribute LX AWD *I 9,995 
3.OL. V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
dl Subaru Forester 'S' 
5 Speed, Heated Seats, 78k 
OI Mazda Tribute LX A W D e s l  6,495 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
00 Subaru Outback A.W.D. $1 8,995 
Onlv 75k 
$1 9,495 
' I Clothing I 
99 Subaru Forester 'S' 59,495 
98 Jeep Cherokee Sport $9,995 
98 Subaru Forester 'h' $9,995 
Auto 
Auto, AC 
Auto, 123k 
7 Passanger 
97 GMC Safari $6,995 
I Mountain Max 700cc 141" I I $3,995.00 I Vidor Cmralheiro Eddie Vante 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fencedin away 
, from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and kturdays 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your pap.  
I $3,499.00 I www.Phornkillmotors.com 
321 0 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Highway 1SE. Terrace DL#7041 
J 
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Com m u n ity CI assif ied 
call this newspaper or 
to1 I free 1 -866-669-9222 
classif ieds@ bccommu n itynews.com 
vwwv. com m u n itycl ass if ieds.ca , 
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REACH 2 5  MILLIOi BC & YUKON READERS FOR5395 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE ~ ~ $ 1 , 6 6 6  
I f  
CAREER TRAINING 
YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE! 
Jump start your career with 
CDI College & graduate in 
months - not years! 
Business, technology, health 
care & much more. We have 
locations throughout Canada 
& classes are starting all the 
time! Call today toll-free 
BECOME A HOME STAGER 
with our distance education 
course. You get full staging 
and business training, with 
personal instruction from 
professionals. Free brochure. 
www.qcdesignschool.com. 
1 -800-561-1317.  
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 5 9 - 7 6 3 2 .  
I CARS 
NEED A CAR or truck? 
Good credit, bad credit. 
Want a Visa? #1 success 
rate. Delivery in BC. 
www,.drivehomenow.com 
or 888-501-1148. 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION 
PROGRAM. Canada Credit 
Services helps Canadians 
repay debts; reduce or 
eliminate interest rates, 
regardless of your credit 
situation! Call 604-734-81 58 
or 1-866-663-7968 for 
confidential, no-charge 
consultation. For o'nline 
a p p l i c a t i o n :  
w w w . c a n a d a d e b t . c a .  
Bonded and licenced by the 
provincial government. 
+.-. EDUCATION 
0 
A NEW CAREER? Train to 
PERSONALS _---_ 
OPPORTUNITIES -- REACH BEYOND your CRIMINAL RECPXI? Get 
i 
EMPLOYMENT FOR --__I--....---- SALE MISC. -. 
MIDFIELD SUPPLY is com,munity! Place a 25-word yours cleared. For travel to 
beanApartment/Condominium seeking fuli-time plungih classified in 105 .BC & USA, career advancement, 
Manager. Many jobs! Job lift technicians within Our .i Yukon newspapers for Only and your peace of mind, Free 
gas well  enhancement $395. Call this newspaper assessments. Call Jennifer at 
'lacement assistance* division, for the insiallation for details, or phone the National Pardon Centre 
Al l  areas. Government 'andcservice of plunger-lift 1 - 8 6 6 - 6 6 9 - 9 2 2 2 . toll-free: 1-866-242-2411, 
r e g i s t e r e d  p rog ram.  
I n f o r m at  i o n /  b roc h u r e  :>- 
604-681 -5456 / 1-800-665- 
8339. www.RMTl.ca. ' ' 
AUTO FINANCING - 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. 
We say yes to poor credit 
and bankrupts. Select fro'm 
over 450 cars, trucks, 
4x4s, vans. Cal l  Marty 
C R E Dll TQ U E E N S . C 0 M . 
Automotive financing. New & 
used Dodge, Ford, GM, 
import vehicles. Industry's 
lowest rates, same day 
.approval. Call Norm now at 
1-866-832-01 56 or go to 
www.creditqueens.com. 
' OPPORTUNITIES 
A1 FRANcHlSEOl3%RlU NllY 
- 100%. natural lawn care. 
High tech system, low 
investment, great lifestyle. 
Call toll-free 1 -866-239-4056, 
w w w . t u rw ic . c a. 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 
3 6  p e o p l e ,  n e e d e d  
immediately. Earn a part- 
or full-time income. Apply 
free online and get started! 
http://www. wf h bc.com. 
A JOB AT HOME on your 
computer. Average Income: a n d C 0 V e r I e t t'e-r': 
$493.51 weekly; Code A1 jasperjobs43 sawridge.com. 
www.MvHomePCJob.com. F a x  7 8 0 - 8 5 2 - 5 9 4 2 ;  
604-552-4554.  
BUSINESS 
1 ,  
knowledge a definite asset, 
extremely self-motivated 
q ual i t ies. M id f ield off e rs : 
excellent base' salary and 
bonus 'opportunities, RRSP 
I contribution plan, excellent 
benefits, challenge ' .and 
advancement opportunities, 
the best equipment and 
electronics in the industry. 
Salary commensurate with 
experience. We would like 
to thank all applicants in 
advance. Only those selected 
for an interview will be 
contacted. No phone calls 
please. Fax resume along 
with driver's abstract to 
4 0 3 -  8 2 3 - 5 9 7 4 '  befo're' 
March 1, 2006. 
ARE YOU a team player? 
Podollan Inn, Fort McMurray 
i s  l o o k i n g  f o r  a P u b  
SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE Manager. Competitive salary, 
temporary accommodation 
ENGINEER' Kamloops9 BCm available. Fax 866-862-01 90 
Immediate opening with or call 780-402-9069 for info. 
our 1 OMMBtu/hr gasification in Stettler, Alberta reqUh'eS 
an inside sales/warehouse 
product development team in industrial and/or safety 
on our new clean energy products- Computerized 
e n v i r o n m e n t .  P a r t s  
necessary. technology. You have 5-1 0 experience 
years engineering experience F ax  re  s u m e t o  C I i f f 
in design, installation and - 
commissioning of process ROCKY MOUNTAIN House 
Co-op requires experienced 
a n d  p r o c e s s  c o n t r o l  employment. Full benefit, 
troubleshooting, operating package. Please fax 
process equipment and a 
basic understanding of solid 
fuel combustion. Proficiency 
with PLCs and control 
system interfaces an asset. 
www.nexterra.ca. Email 
y o u r  r e s u m e  t o  
! c a r e e r s @  nexter ra .ca .  
Competition #CO5-010. 
summer contract (May 1 - 
Oct. 1). Apply with resume 
Nexterra Energy operating ACKLANDS GRAINER INC. 
Pilot Plant' Work with Our representative, Knowledge 
403-742-1 175. 
equipment, mechanical b a k e r f 0 r f u I I t i m e 
systems based out. of www.communityclassifieds.~. if/ww,nationalpardon.org, 
A I be rt a, British 'Co I u m b i a 
success fu l  app l i can ts  YOU; logsto valuable lumber Disability Claims Advocacy - 
---- 
SAWMILLS from Only ' DENIED CANADA PENSION " 
,'and Saskatchewan. The s3  495  o o  C o n v e r t  
PmN disability benefits? The 
W i l l  h a v e :  p o s i t i v e  with ,your own ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ d  , 
Clinic can help., Call Allison 
Schmidt at 1-877-7 
attitude - above average portable band sawmill. Lo'g 
Communicat ion sk i l l s ,  skidde'rs also available, 
www .saskadvocate Computer literate is a. definite www.norwoodindustiies.com OPPORTUNITIES 
asset, SCADA and EFM - free information: 1-800-566- LIFEMATES the relationship'' 
PLAY AND WORK in one of 6899 ex t :4000T . '  ' people.  S ing le?  Mee t  
the most inspiring mountain R A N 'D E w P c ! your mate, guaranteed! Call 
Everyone's-approved!* Get a Canada's largest and leading ' communities in the world! 
fully loaded MDG computer relationship company today ' 
with an Intel' P4 3Ghz from a t :  1 - 8 8 8 - 5 4 M A T E S  The Sawridge Inn --.__ &
Conference Centre in Jasper, 99 cents/day. Includes 
Alberta is looking for room everything you need: 51 2MB 
RAM, 17" LCD flat panel, 
attendants (subsidized"staff Windows XP & much more.. 
housing and meals, excellent Plus free 256MB MP3 player 
& free* photo printer for first 
500 callers (*call for summer bonus and lots 
conditions) 1 -800-236-2504. of activities). Positions 
works. IronEater! Fully . 1984, Voyager RV - H~ 97, . 
Removes iron, hardness, 
sulfur, smell, manganese 
from well water. Since 1957. 
Phone 1-800-BIG IRON; THE LAWYER REFERRAL 
www.bigirondrilling.com. - SERVICE i s a  public service 
PHONE R E ~ N N E C ~ O N  - that matches people w,ith ' . 
Free voicemail. No refusals, legal concerns to a lawet' in 
no credit check. Tembo their area. A half hour 
Telecom toll free 1-877-468- consultation with a lawyer is 
3626. Sign-up online and ,$25 plus taxes, and:regula; 
save $20; www.tembo.ca. lawjler fees follow if you both 
EMPLOYMENT 
, 
www.lifematescanada.c 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 
5th wheels, trailers, v.ans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. ' available immediately or AT LAST! An iron filter that Special RV financing, Since 
patented Canada/U.S-A. Winfield, BC. 1-800-668- 
www.sawridgejasper.com. 
2ND YEAR, 3RD YEAR, 
J o u r n e y m a n  W e l d e r s  
required for major oilfield 
fabricati.on shop, Nisku, 
Alberta. Journeyman shop 
rate $27/hour + bonus. 
Fax 780-955-2780. Phone 
780-955-7433 .  Emai l :  
safety@ mastco.ab.ca. 
PROPANE - refrigerators, agree-to proceed. P 
ranges, demand water 1.800.663.1 91 9. Can th 
heaters, lamps, mantles, I that? Isn't that"against the 
law? Call DIAL-A-LAW to find mace  heaters. drvers. 
pirts & supplies'for out. Lawyers have provide 
cabin or camp, Call Aztec at practical 'information -about 
1-888-754-5054. Email: different areas, of law in 
@chick@ telus.net. scripts. These scripts tell. yo 
what your legal rights ar 
and is available in English, 
Chinese, & Punjabi. Phone 
1 . 8 0 0 . 5 6 5 . 5 2 9 7  or 
w w w . d i a la  I a w . o rg  .'- 
I___-- 
NEED A and what the law say 
Don't have cash? 100% 0 *about it, This is free financed! 
' accepted! Fast delivery! 
Money back guarantee! Free 
digital  camcorder^! (1 00 
available). Call now toll-free 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
direct! - 26 vears. 20x26 
including references and 
845-3585. Attention: Garth. 
1 - 8 6 6 -  8 4 1 - 7 6 6 9 .  
- f inancing.com. 
salary expectations to 403- , w w w . c a n ad i a n c Oh p ut e r MANUFACTURER 
AS SEEN on Oprah! HELP WANTED now $3600. 25x30 $4900. 
FAIR TRADE home parties. 30x40 $7900. 40x60 
care, cosmetics, weight what could be more $12,990. Extensive range 
N o w  t r a i n i n g  rewarding than helping' of s i z e s  a n d  mode ls .  
Consultants/Managers* artisan families around 
Vancouver area. Information t h e r d h i I e y o  
swiss anti-aging skin 
session Saturday, February earn income? Beautiful, 
11. Personal - Financial - handmade silver jewelry and 
F r e e d 0 m . J 0 S a n n e ;accessories. Choose to make LIKE TO TRAVEL? Hotels, 
1-403-201 '3942 1 969-7266, a difference. Contact Jolica Cruises, 5-star rating. Must 
1 - 8 6 6 - $ 8  8 7 - 7 1 5 2 ; Sell due to illness. Royal 
Holi'day Club Pack'age -_ FINANCIAL SERVICES www.jolica.com. 
DEBT STRESS? Consolidate ~ $15,000. F-or more info & l o w e r  p a y m e n t s  NOTICES 
by 30-40%. End those FREE ISSUE! Smart 'women 
phone calls' & the worry. - tired of magazines . 
Avoid bankruptcy. Contact that tell you something's 
u s f 0 r a N 0 - c 0 slt wrona with vour bodv / vour resorts and Seasons! Call for 
C o n s u I t'a t i o n . 0 n I i n e : 
www . m ydeb'tsol u t i  on .com 
or Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500 
(Pacific). 
fami6 / y&r life?' G i  to'  free catalogue! -800-597- 
www.cahootsmagazine.com. a 9347. Browse: online for over 
Keyword: inspire. Quantities 400 worldwide properties -- . 
I i mited. www.holidaygroup,csm/bcn. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . - . -  . . . . . . . . . .  . , . .  . .  ,. , . ’ .  -. 
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Gordie Olson a’nd Kelly Nunn. ’ LES SINNOT PHOTO 
Sweet victory 
W a 
pc 
U 
W 
I- 
a 
ll 
beats .’nemesis’ in 1 
SPEIRS J yl Wyatt came fourth. 
KS outplayed Evans celebrated his vic-, 
the competition, sweeping tory at the bonspiel he’s at- 
‘ the events% the 5 1 s gion tended regularly since he 
Bonspiel. was a teenager. 
Local John .Evans won “It was a great bonspiel,” 
the A event. Smithers’ Glen he said. 
‘ Baker finished second, ‘fol- “We had a lot of fun and 
lowed by Kevin Jeffery in it was nice to win after all 
’ third and fourth place to the years I’ve curled in it. 
’ Maurice Bullied. j ‘bWe had a couple of real 
Local rinks swept the B close calls, once against my 
event. nemesis Glen Baker who 
’ Din0 Diana won, Paul I’ve played for years in the 
Bibby took second, Cin- final.” 
dy Dumont scored third At one down in the final 
and fo)urth went to Kevin end, Evans had the hammer 
Sparks. and scored two wih  a draw 
The C event saw, local to the four foot for the 4-3 
junior team Jordan Johnson victory. 
beat Kitimafs junior rink A sweet victory indeed 
skipped by parry1 Bourque. after [Evans’ previous losses 
‘ Third went to Lyn Apol- to Glen Baker, the last time 
lan Boles took in 2002 in the semifinals of 
% the Loggers’ Bonspiel A 
Rounding out play, the D event. 
event went to Warren Cope- “So I told him on Satur- 
land. Henry Rauter finished day night that this was going 
second. Bill Drinkwater of be my round,” Evans said. 
Kitimat took third and Cher- “He’s very crafty and 
Sports Sports 
Scope Menu 
I 
February 9 to 12 
The 50th Ladies Valen- come coach 
tine’s Bonspiel curls at the 
ANYONEINTERESTED curling club. The opening 
in coaching a boya or girls ceremony starts at 7:45 p.m. 
U-12 to U-18 rep team is Friday. 
welcoine to apply to the 
Terrace Youth Soccer February 11 and 12 
Association. This year Grab a seat at the arena 
there are new, smaller to cheer on the River Kings 
zone boundaries. as they take on the Smithers 
Steelheads in their second 
playoff gmne Saturday at 
8 p.m. If necessary, a third 
game will play at 11:45 a.m. 
For more info or to ap- 
ply, contact Don Coburn 
at 635-5427 Or dcobun@ 
telus.net before March 4. Sunday. 
,egion ‘spiel ’ 
knows the strategy .of the 
game very well. I never un- 
derestimate him.” 
He credits the rest of his 
rink, which included his 
wife and second Kim, buddy 
and third Gordie Olson and 
friend and lead Kelly Nunn, 
with exemplary; solid play. 
Evans recalls being 
kicked out of his first Legion 
bonspiel in 1978. 
The then- 13-year-old en- 
tered with a team of adults 
&d played the team’s first 
game on opening night, but 
his early Legion Bonspiel 
career ended when organiz- 
ers decided they didn’t want 
any juniors to compete that 
year. 
“I’m not sure what the 
reason was other than they 
just felt I was too young,” 
he said.,) 
He believes his team lost 
out after his departure, but he 
has no regrets, saying “they 
were nice enough to ask me 
in the first place.” 
At 19, Evans returned to 
the Legion ‘spiel. 
Back then, the larger 
event welcomed men’s 
teams only,- but now that’ 
women and juniors are wel- 
come, the bonspiel is that 
much better, he said. 
He acknowledged the 
outstanding play of the three 
junior teams, especially the 
local juvenile girls rink. 
“It was really nice to see 
the juniors out there,” he 
said. 
‘‘The girls did really well 
too. I did watch a couple of 
their games. They played a 
few of the men’s teams and 
won.” 
Organizers planned ev- 
erything perfectly, from the 
food and drinks to the “fan- 
tastic” ice, he said. 
Out of town teams num- 
bered five or six of the 30 
rinks who competed. 
................. 
8 j ’  
Subscribe Today 
STAEARD ................... * ‘ a  
810 kbn swTm VI6 1250) wm @0)6388(j2 
Keep on top of all the news and views 
that are important to the northwest (oubids of 
USA and Europe ...l.$156.91 (per 6 mom) with the paper that leads the way in 
~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ‘ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ n ~ n ~ ~ ~ m =  I 
1 Year ................... $50.98 (t $3.57 GSTI 
(SLIIIORS) 
I Year 111111~111111,~1111$6Sl17 (t $4.56 G TI 
Quality News Coverage ’ (t $10~9SGST) 
I 
I clip & mail to 
1- - ii - - - 
/y 
:STANDARD 
I 
I 
I 
Yes, I would like to receive the , 
\ Terrace Standard every week. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Enclosed is $- (GST inelwld for a one year subscription. I 
Name 
Address 
I 
To-Postal Code 
Phone 
I 
Are you Interested In , 
Coaching A Rep Team? 
Boys and girls soccer teams U12 to U18 
(New smaller zone boundaries: 
Queen Charlottes to Smithers) 
For more information or to apply, contact: 
Don Coburn at 635-5427 
dcoburn@telus.net 
Before March 4th, 2006 . 
1 
Born: 1988 to 2000 
Fees: 1996 to 2000 ‘$70 
1988 to 1995 $80 
